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Shooting atara
Rifle team places second in nation, Kane ranks ninth
, Freshman Thrine Kane took
ninth place at the NCAA Championships last weekend, leading
the Musketeers to a second place
finish, the best in school history.
The Musketeers' aggregate
score of 6,156 points left them just
129 points behind NCAA Champion Alaska-Fairbanks.
Kane, along with fellow XU riflers freshman Joseph Fitzgibbons
and and junior Shari Jedinak, was
nained to the All-American team
for her performance.

BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

As construction of the Cintas
Center nears its final stages and
campus life returns to normalcy,
many. students are left wondering
where they are going to park during major events held at the center.
According to campus officials,
arrangements have been made to
provide adequate parking accom- :
modations for students and visitors
during on-campus events at the
Cintas Center.
Prior to starting construction in
1998, 1,332 parking spaces were
available on campus. Upon
completion of the project, 2,342
spaces will be provided to s~udents.
"When the Cintas Center is complete, there will be an all-time increase in parking on campus," said
Executive Director of Student Services, Dr. Luther Smith.
A portion of these parking
spaces will be allotted to residents:
285 spaces. in the pit (the area in
the North lot behind Buenger Hall)
and 308 spaces in the back of the
Cohen parking lot. The remainder
. of the spaces in the· Cohen. and
North lots will be open to commuter
students.
Xavier's parking committee,
which met last Thursday, recommended designating separate parking areas for resident and commuter
students. One of the reasons cited
for thjs change is to enable commuters to find parking closer to
where their classes are.held.
"This recommendation was not
made to penalize residents, it just
makes more sense," said Smith.
During home basketball games,
resident parking will not be affected, according to Smith.
"We are not intending to use
resident student spots. for event
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BASF donates land
to Xavier, Evanston
BY SARAH KELLEY
· Senior News Editor

Last week, Xavier announced it

w'ill acquire the site of the former
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Cintas, Cohen parking
situation addressed
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parking," said Director of the
Xavier Con'sulting Group Dr. Phil
Jones. "Resident students will not
have to move their cars during
games."
Visitors attending games on
campus will be permitted to park
in the Cohen lot and in the parking
lots of various local businesses.
·An undetermined number of
spaces will also be reserved for premium ticket holders, whose parking is included in the price of their
ticket package. Students will be
permitted to par,k in these spaces,
except during games.
Whetherornot visitors will have
to pay to park during events has not
yet been decided.
A staff will be hired to direct
traffic during games. The parking .
committee has also recommended
a parking booth be placed near the
Cintas Center where visitors can
ask questions and obtain maps of
the campus.
The possibility of building a
. road to conn~ct the parking lots
behind the Center to Dana Avenue,
in an effort to decrease traffic, is
also under consideration.
Although parking on campus
has increased, inevitablylocal
neighborhoods will have to deal
with visitors parking on side streets
during games and other major
events. North Avondale has already
posted no parking signs in some
areas to prevent an increase in traffic throughout the neighborhood.
In addition to the 1,010 space increase accomplished so far, Xavier
will continue efforts to expand
parking over the summer by constructing additional spaces in the
Village, the South lot and the newly
acquired BASF land on the corner
of Dana Avenue and Montgomery
Road.

NEWS:
Students tour
unfinished Cintas Center
PAGE2

companies, has voluntarily conducted extensive environmental
testing, assessment and cleanup in
alliance with the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency; Last year,
the EPA determined the site was
safe and no further action was necessary on the site.

BASF Corporation plant on the corner of Dana Avenue and Montgomery Road. BASF is donating the
land, which will be used.by the unive~sity and the nearby Evanston
neighborhood.
Representatives from the BASF
Corporation met with officials from
Xavier and the city of Cincinnati to
determine the best use for the site.
"BASF Corporation is aware of
Xavier University's urgent need for
additional parking and of the master plan for the Evanston Neighborhood Business District on the corner of Montgomery and Dana," said
Frank McKulka, president of t~e
- Charlie Luken,
Coatings and Colorants Division of
mayor of Cincinnati
BASF.
"In the course of our conversations with Xavier and city officials,
In addition to donating 6.7 acres
we mutually agreed that donating bf land, BASF also plans to give
the property to Xavier makes the Xavier $75,000 to assist with the
best use of the land," he said.
cost of constructing a parking lot
In July 1990, an explosion at the · on the site. The lot is expected to
BASF plant destroyed the facility be paved .this summer and will be
and impacted surrounding neigh- used as additional parking for the
borhoods for several years. Opera- Cinias Center.
tions at the plant were never re"This is an ideal scenario for all
sumed.
parties involved," said Rev. James
For the past 10 years, BASF, one E. Hoff, S.J., president of Xavier
of the world's leading chemical University. "We are absolutely

"Ten years ago, this
was the site ofa
horrible tragedy.
Today it is the site of
a new beginning for
the people of
Evanston: "

thrilled with BASF's gift of property to Xavier University and
equally delighted to work with the
city of Cincinnati and the Evanston
community to further develop the
property as a gateway to Evanston."
In return for BASF's donation,
Xavier will lease two and a half
acres of land in the southeast corner of the site to the city of Cincinnati for $1 per year. This portion
will be developed as part of the
Evanston Urban Renewal Plan,
dedicated to encouraging retail and
wmmercial development and fostering a partnership with Xavier.
"This is a huge step toward one
of the kl':Y parts of our urban re~
newal plan and making it a reality,"
said Drew Asimus, chairman of the
Evanston Business Association. "I
have to commend Xavier, BASF
and the city of Cincinnati for their
leadership in making this happen."
"Ten years ago, this was the site
of a horrible tragedy. Today it is
the site of a new beginning for the
people of Evanston," said Cincinnati Mayor Charlie Luken, who
made the announcement about the
agreement. "This agreement is a
great example of how our entire
community benefits when the private and public sectors come together to make good things happen."

·ou:t .·with t1te···· Old·• .•••.

Demolition of the PhysicalPlant building andthe clearing ofthe Rainbo parking lotbegan
last week, making roon1fcir the new upperclass apartment building to be completed in
the .fall of. 2001: The new building will accommodate approximately200-300 students
and 175 parking spaces will be added for their use~
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Deep thoughts·
Each weekday during Lent,
the spiritual 9evelopment page
of the Xavier Web site www.xu.edu/spiritual/
lentcal.htm - will post a brief
spiritual reflection. The writings,
to highlight the lgnatian vision
to become "men and women for
·others," w'ill be contributed by a
diverse group of faculty and staff.

Group confronts
XU's gay1ssues
Amnesty International 's
OutFront group presents a panel
discussion at 7:30 p.m. on Thurs"
day, March 16 in Kelley Auditorium. Panelists will discuss issues relevant to Xavier's homosexual community and everyone
on campus. Time will be allotted for audience participation.
For more information, call 745-·
3046.

Men on display
The big man on campus will
be determined at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, March 21 in the University
Center Theatre when SAC sponsors the Mr. Muskie male beauty
pageant. Come for the talent
show or for the swimsuit competition. You'll only find one.

Lecture sacred?
Rev. Joseph Goetz, S.J., will
present "Is nothing sacred?" at
7:30 p.m. on Monday, March 20
in Kelley Audl.torium. The lecture will seek to discover why, in
.. a period of high public religiosity, the idea of the holy seems to
play so dimished a role in persona\ and institutional religion.

Students preview Cintas Center
BY JULIE HAMMERSMITH
Co111rib111i11g Writer

Last Saturday, approximately
260 students, faculty, alumni and .
curious others venttired out on a
rainy afternoon to tour the Cintas
Center in its current condition.
The Studynt Relations Committee of Student Senate sponsored
two hours of tours, led by Jim
Tracey, director of operations of the
Cintas Center and· Bob Sheeran,
Xavier's construction superintendent.
The tour groups Jeft every 15
minutes from the Kuhlman Hall re;c.
room where students signed waivers before starting off.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY
Tracey said it is necessary to
build a structure Of the Cintas Students and faculty toured through the foundation of the Cintas Center last Saturday. Although
Center's size in a naturally dee. the tours were called "hard hat" tours, those shown above went hatless, as did all others.
pressed area. Thus, actually standing on the main event court gave · facility, waiting to be installed.
It will have wooden pillars and
"Our worst seat at this facility is
students a much clearer perspective
The basic structure and divi'sion be "very tastefully decorated ... first 'better than the worst seat at the
of the true size of the facility.
of areas is discernable arid most of class," Tracey said. "This could be Gardens, and I don't think th~re is
The structure is 102 feet from its . the 10,200 seats are in place in the used for a lot of student events that a bad seat at the Gardens," Tracey
base to the top of the roof and cov- arena.
need a big area. It is six to seven said.
ers seven and a half acres.
Sophomore Am·y Underwood
The hardwood court has not yet times the size of the Terrace Room
"The tour was very well done, been laid, the fam.iliar blue and whjch is the best we can do right said, "After coming out from the
very smooth ... It hit the highlights," white has not yet been painted, and now."
tour everyone seemed genuinely
said freshman Betheriy Herr. "It was the four-sided video scoreboard to
Students on the tours were al- . excited.
a little disappointing because the hang mid-court has not yet been lowed to sample the view from suite
"It's nice to show the students
inside was raw so you had to imag- installed.
316, the mid-court suite selected where all the money is going. It
ine some of the final product." '
The'Schiff Family Conference ·by Cintas CEO Robert Kohlhepp.
makes you feel more a part of the
Tile, lumber, steel and b~xes of Center, on the second floor, will
The facility is handicap acces- . process and excited abut the final
other construction materials sit in hold 650 people for dining and in- siblewith over 100 wheelchair and ·product."
companion. spaces available.
almost every part of the unfinished cludes a balcony over the court.

DOUBLE XPOSURE
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'
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Seniors: final call
Seniors must submit their
"Class of 2000" coins to the Retention Services Office, Alter l 03,
by Monday, March 20 to be engraved in time for graduation.

Banquet
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship banquet is Friday, March
31. Deadline to order. tickets is
Monday, March 20. Tickets, $10
for students and $25 for non~stu
dents, are available at the Office
of Multicultural Affairs. The keynote address will be given by
Rev. Dr. Vashti M. McKenzie; senior pastor of Payne A.M.E.
Church in Baltimore.

Group celebrates,
international style
BY CARRIE HENDERSON
Contributing Writer·

Annual luncheon
The annual Women of Color
luncheon will be at. 11:30 a.m.
on Monday, March 20 in the Terrace Room. Bari-Ellen Roberts,
the keynote speaker, was the lead
plaintiff against Texaco, the
fourth largest'U.S. oil company,
in a class-action racial discrimination suit. Tick_ets are $5 for
students and $10 otherwise. For
more information, call 745-3181.

THE XA.VI ER NEWSWIRE

Introducing The Newswire's newest feature: a forum for
student photography, unique campus perspectives and .
artistic expression. To submit, send photos on campus to
"Double Xposure Photo Forum," ML 2129 or drop them off
at the Publications house, 3739 Ledgewood Ave. Photos
become property of The Newswire. Photos and student
· informa~ion will be published at editor's discretion.

Police Notes.
Tuesday, March 7, 4:13 a.m.
- Three non-students without
authorization moved copper
pipes and salvage material from
the Rainbo building under demolition.
Two of the three suspects were
arrested on outstanding misdemeanor probation reports. The
other was warned about trespassing.

Thursday, March 9, 11 :46 p.m.
_..;: Campus police responded to a
request from the Brockman Hall
director. They assisted with two intoxicated female students. The students were lethargic, and medical
concerns prompted the police to get
EMS assistance. The stud~nts refused medical transport and will
face internal disciplinary charges.

On Monday, March 6, the International Romero Center was filled
· with laughter, songs, cake and
candles.
The center held its monthly celebration to commemorate the
March birthdays of those affiliated
with the center.
"Once a month we, gather together to honor birthdays of both
international and American students who are part of the Romero
Center family," said Juan Luis
Gomez, international student from
Colombia.
Eight birthdays were celebrated
this month, and about 20 people
attended the festivities.
It was a traditional birthday
party, with people eating cake,
blowing out candles _and singing
"Happy Birthday."

Friday, Marchio, 7:30p.m.- .
A 21-year-old was cited for having
an open container of alcohol in a
motor vehicle.

Sunday, March 12, 3:45

a.m.

- Campus police found a lounge
on the third floor of Kuhlman _had
been trashed with food and garbage.

Sunday, March 12, 4:30 a.m.
. Friday, March 10, 5:30 p.m.-:
An underage student was cited for
possession of a 24-pack of beer in
the North lot.

-A student on the second floor of
Buenger received harassing and
threatening phone calls.

This traditional song is sometimes sung in different languages,
representing the different countries
which are home to those who celebrate birthdays.
The monthly international
birthday parties have been thrown
for the past year and a half.
"International students feel especially lonely," Gomez said.
"They are in a different country
and are very homesick. The
Romero.Center is their closest community.
''We are a big family here. It is
special to celebrate birthdays with
a family," he said.
The Romero Center will host its
next birthday bash on Monday,
April 3.
.
All are invited to attend, no matter your birth date.

PoliceN•
ofthelB*
Saturday, March 11,
1:36 a.m. - Campus police, Cincinnati police
and the fire department
responded to a fire alarm
on the fifth floor of
Kuhiman. Someone set
fire to a message board in
the west wing. Cincinnati fire investigators are
in.valved.
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WAS HIS NAME-0

Wo1nen speak out
BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO
Asst. Campus News Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOSETTE MITSCH

Students played beach blanket bingo last Friday in the Grill.
Among the prizes was a $300 gift certificate for Kenwood
Mall. The event was sponsored by RHA.
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After two Bengali teenagers
talked about acid burning .violence
against·women, Kaniz Siddiqui,
former Xavier chemistry professor,
said, "Students are the vanguards
of society. This is a women's issue.
This is a human issue ... No one
deserves this."
The motivation for these acidrelated crimes is usually disappointment, embarrassment and jealousy
by romantically rejected men.
Siddiqui said learning about the
violence that exists in this world is
"how we make it a better world."
Last Thursday, women and men
gathered together in Kelley Auditorium to listen to Zhorna and Bina
Akhter's experiences as victims of
violence. The two teens, not relatives, were burned in isolated situations.
One reason burning is used instead of other forms of violence is
because it is easy and cheaper than
bullets, they said.
Zhorna was 12 years old when a
boy in her class came into her room
in the middle of the night and
· poured sulfuric acid on her face
while she slept. Earlier that day, he
had threatened her at school.
As a result of her burns, Zhorna
stayed more than two months in the
only hospital in Bangladesh with a
burn unit.
Her family, like Bina's family,

.,;.11•n11·~~·1SllM''S...·

·.,.r

'r11r1111111a , ,

of shame, until she attended a workshop specifically for acid burn victims that was run by a group called
. J ,.{'
"For, the Women" in Bengladesh.
Now, "Idon'tmindpeoplelooking at my face," she said.
"I was pretty. I was pretty,"
Zhorna said. "If you are unattractive, than you are flawed in our
society ... [People] say 'you are a
bad girr ... Ifeel like no one loves
me."
Zhorna wants to be a lawyer. "I
- Kaniz Siddiqui
don't
want another to look like me,"
Bina Akhter's aunt and
she
said.
former Xavier professor
Bangladesh has laws against·
paid all the hospital expenses out acid burning, but they are not enforced well. Only the rich can afof pocket.
.
She and Bina have had many ford trials.
Those targeted w\th this viooperations on their eyes.
Bina's eyes hurt too much to lence include the poor and people
without political power.
read at any length.
The police are often bribed if the
Bina told her aunt, Siddiqui, she
saw the flesh burn and fall off her victims are not rich, the speakers
face. Her eye melted down her face, said.
according to her aunt.
Likewise, most perpetrators
The eye is permanently closed, have political ties that would prebut exposes some of the tender vent them from being convicted.
pink inner lid. Limited to vision
For example, the man who threw
with her right eye, part of Bina's acid on Bina allegedly makes
upper lip is gone and her nostrils homemade bombs out of Dano milk
were formed by doctors puncturing cartons on behalf of the Ewami
holes in the scar tissue on.her nose. League, which is the political party
People at home called her a of the. Bengali Prime Minister.
monkey and "acid burn gii'l," she
Shahana Siddiqui, XU freshman
from Bangladesh and Bina's cousin,
said.
Ten months after the attack, said, "Wherever you are you can
Bina saw her new face for the first protest ... Bangladesh gets loans
time. Disgusted with herself, she from the U.S."
became suicidal and tried to jump
Shriner's Hospital in Cincinnati
offered to take care of the teens'
out of a car: ...
People think:~ "maybeyou were • burns.·
. .
.
flirting :with boys,'' Bina said. "We
They will stay with host fami- are not allowed to socialize with lies in Cincinnati for one or two
young men."
years more for future surgeries.
She always covered her face out

"Students are the
vanguarus OJ SOCiery.
This is a women's
issue. . This is a
human issue ... No
one deserves this. "
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Pope on tenuous ground

WORLD BRIEFS

>-Compiled by: Deb Homan

Italians claim HIV
anti:t>ody discovery

>-Source: COiiege Press Wire
"Any thought in that direction is a·streak of imagination,"
Ramadan said.

ITALY (illW)-Researchers
in Italy announced 'the discov- . Famine threatens
ery of an antibody that could nomadic lifestyle
prevent HIV infection.
MONGOLIA (UNF) -The
For four years, the research- UN Disaster Management Team
ers studied the immune systems · (UNDMT) in Mongolia warned
of90 individuals who were hav- the country's herding populaing unprotected sex with in- tion of severe hunger by May as
fected partners and had not con- livestock die following the
tracted the disease. In six of harshest winter in 30 years.
them, an antibody blocked the
In a report released last week,
transmission of HIV, according the UNDMT called for urgent
to biologist Lucia Lopalco.
aid to the country, which also
"These people. were repeat-· suffered its worst drought in 60
edly exposed to HIV infection, years last summer. ·
but were not infected," she said.
Losses of 1.5 million animals
"After four years, we identified have already affected 500,000
the presence of an antibody."·
people 20 percent of
Mongolia's
largely
nomadic
Stubborn Iraq holds
population. Some say the diout on inspections
saster has been exacerbated by
IRAQ (UNF) - Iraq pro- Mongolia's transition from
claimed it will not coqperate communism to a free market.
, with the UN bid to resume weapons inspections, which have One-a-Day Panacea
been stalled for more than a year.
The United Nations has beIraqi Vice President Taha gun distributing condoms to its
Yassin Ramadan even ruled out peacekeeping troops in rethe possibility for compromise sponse to U.S. concerns that UN
that other senior government of- forces are spreading HIVI AIDS.
ficials have said is likely if the The UN has allocated funds for
UN Security Council modifies "one.·condom per man per day."
its resolution. on the inspections. . "You could say that the UN
· Chief inspector Hans Blix is encouraging its men to have
has said he plans to conduct ag- sex every day. That is not the
gressive inspections and has case," one UN official said. Also,
urged Iraq to give his new arms the U.S.has pledged $10 million
experts free access to suspected to train African armies in HIV/
AIDS prevention.
weapons sites.
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PILGRIMAGE TO HOLY LAND CREATES TENSION AMONG MAJOR RELIGIONS
private visit, an event that is attractBY NOMI MORRIS
GALLUP POU .. ·.·. ,·
Knight-Ridder Tribune
ing 2,000 journalists and 50,000 .
JERUSALEM (TMS) - Pope .
60% Israelisviewtheipope s.:
pilgrims is anything but. An estiJohn Paul II's pilgrimage to the
.\,~~it.~_s;·:po~~-ti\,:~~-~
~ .::·.:.~-~>>·~-;~_:· mated 2 billion people are expected
44 %
awaretba"i-'the:
Holy Land next week threatens to ·
to tune in to ·live television coverexpose tensions among Christians,
· VatiCair offlcia(l§'.'ov~hU'fo~~'
age March 24 of a youth Mass for
Jews and Muslims in this region as
.·anti~Jewis~ teac#ing~i1_1~···~?6s::'..
100,000 on the Mount of Beati35 % · ·Jews;aware:1the::w1>e
they compete. for his attention.
tudes by the Sea of Galilee.
"Everybody's going to try to
Despite religious and political
.~p61d~iz~fti;~~~~.~~r~~~:C.~¥::~
trump the other. Everybody wants
·plicityJ)( Ca1h()li~s.i.n, t.h.e ffolq~ '.
sensitivities, the .VatiCan and the
their picture with the pope," said
Israeli government are eager to
·caus'f · · · ·• :;r,,~~.:):~r.
Father Michael McGarry, rector of
showcase the papal pilgrimage as a
the Tantur Ecumenical Institute and its teaching was often defec- historic moment of reconciliation
tive."
near Bethlehem.
between the Catholic Church and
Only 2 percent of the Holy
After his apology for the sins of
the Roman Catholic Church Land's population is Christian, and
against Jews, Muslims and native of those, only half recognize the
peoples, the Vatican is trying to Vatican as their religious authoravoid political minefields during ity.
Israel's political leadership is
the pope's visit. The latter is being
describe4,as a personal pilgrimage also worried that the Palestinian
along with "courtesy calls" to Prime Authority will use ihe pope's visits·
Minister Ehud Barak and Palestin" to Bethlehem, the Dehaishe refu- .
gee camp and the Muslim-conian leader Yasser Arafat.
"
Ron Kronish, _
"It's not an accident that this trolled Temple Mount as a platform
apology comes this week, before to press Palestinian claims to stateDirector of the Interreligious
the "Holy Land visit," said Fatlier hood, control of disputed JerusaCoordinating Council
Jerry Murphy-O'Connor, who lem, and the right of return of mil 7
· teaches in East Jerusalem .. "It's not lions of Palestinian refugees.
the Jewish people. In fact •. this pope
just the Jews of Europe, it's the InMany rabbis in Israel have ob- has gone further than any other to,
dians of South America. The jected to the pope's Saturday pro- mend relations strained by centuChurch was a teaching institution . gram, saying it will cause Jews to -ries of Church-inspired persecution
desecrate the Sabbath.
of Muslims and Jews, from the CruSome Israelis have even taken sades to the Spanish Inquisition to
offense at the Vatican's req1,1est that the Holocaust.
ambulances travelling with the
His visit comes as the country is
pope be stripped of the Star of on high alert for a terrorist attack.
David insignia, the local equiva- John Paul's visit will involve the
lent of the Red Cross. A plain am- largest security operation the Jewbulance is the usual procedure for ish state has ever mounted, far ex- Father Jerry Murphy- papal visits around the world.
ceeding the arrangements for the
O'Connor
Although it may be billed as a 1998 visit of President Clinton.
·.-

·.
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"There is generally
·abysmal ignorance
among Israelis and
worldJewry about
C?ristianfry and this
pope. . -.

"The Church was a
teaching institution
and its teaching was
often defective. "
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· I'm an adult literacy tutor. I thought it
would be hard teaching adults.
Now I think it would be hard to stop.

San Francisco Chronide

UAPA
Add a new dimension to your life..•volunteer. ·
For local volunteer information contact:
The Literacy Network of Greater Cincinnati
.621-7323 (621-READ)

L

IT'S

fHE SMASH Hlf REfURNS!

MARCH 21-26

ARONOFF CENTER

241-7469 .
Ttckets: Broadway Series, Aronoff Center Box Office,
deb~ outlets, 'tlcke'tn111lltflr.com
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www.broadwayseries.com
www.stomponline.com'
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For additional information contact the National Institute for Literacy hotline
at 1-800-228-8813 or visit www.nifl.gov

FreePl'iUnancvtests ·

24 hour helPli•

321-3100
Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.
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SGA ••• We got issues

SHOW ME
THE MONEY

Current projects addressing student concerns

A listing ofrecent.financial motions passed by Senate for
recognized student clubs and organizations

STUDENT HANDBOOK NEWS·

. Senators Tracy Killiea arid Kerry Murphy have completed their project regarding the
new edition of the student handbook. If you have any questions or comments for Kerry or
Tracy, please contact them @ X-3094.

Feb. 14, 2000
XU Mountaineering Club
Trip to Big South Fork State Park

"X TALK"

'

. Why not sit down to lunch with Fr. Hoff, president of Xavier University, or Fr. Graham,
executive assistant to the president, and let your voice be heard? These lm:iches, r.eferred
to as "X Talk," are held in the Cafe during the week, and all are welcome. If you are
interested in this program, call senator JP Engelbrecht@ X-8751.

March 6, 2000
Information Systems Club
HITP Collegiate Conference
Pre-Med Society

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

Amnesty International

.•••
•

ST. PADJ?Y'S f?,AY JAM

TRADti~i~ lil1su

Voting times:
Kelley Aud., 8 a.m. - noon
Grill Lobby,· noon - 2 p.m.
Nieporte ~ounge, 2 - 4 p.m.
Cafe Lobby, 4 - 7 p.m.
SAC
APPLICATIONS .
ARE NOW
AVAILABLE
UNTIL MARCH 17.
QUESTIONS
SHOULD BE
DIRECTED TO
LYNN
GRUNZINGER
. @ 745-3995.

LI~ SIBS WEEKEND!!

"The Xavier Bunch"
April .7~l3,,. 11.'a:m.'~-:S p.m.
Get y~ur'~rl/f!J~fs;,.cihd.~i~te rs

L----------1.

TUESDAY, MARCH·21@ 8 P.M.
UNIVERSITY CENTER THEATRE
Wa.tch your friends compete in our annual male pageant
to be crowned Xavier's next Mr. Muskie!
Call Scott or Betheny at X-3534 for more info.

l'.lfI:

MARCH 21 CAMPAIGNING FOR SENATE ELECTIONS BEGINS

r§it:.

MARCH 21 MR. MUSKIE COMPETITION IN CAFE @ 8 P.M.

)*

I
I

MR. MUSKIE?

~:~LCH 17 ST. PADDY'S DAY JAM ON THE RESIDENTIAL

MARCH 23 S.T.A.N.D. DIVERSITY DISCUSSION TERRACE
ROOM@7 P.M.
MARCH 25 SGA/HABITAT FOR HUMANITY SERVICE EVENT

,.»~ APRIL 1 WYCLEF JEAN IN SCHMIDT FIELDHOUSE
@7:30 P.M.

ON THE MALL SHOULD
CONTACT
JEFF PUGH @ X-4249.

. ARE YOU FLY ENOUGH TO BE THIS YEAR'S

>:i{4Iil

. '~·

1

011 Saturday, March 25, the·
St11de111 Govemmelll Association
will renovate Xavier's Habitat
for Humanity house. SGA is
proud to take this oppor(1mity to
become more involved .
with service in the Xavier .. : ·
community and to show support
for Habitat fo! Humanity.

MARCH 17 ·SAC APPLICATIONS DUE

·III·····., : MARCH 28, 29 SENATE ELECTIONS
II
•..... : ......·•

IN BEING A PART OF THE

SGA AND HABITAT TEAM UP

>:tJf~:

~-~L

I COMMITTEE FOR CLUB DAY I

I
I

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

,;!L,·,

r ALL THOSE INTERESTED 1
I

$670

If your club needs.funding, please call
Mark Mallett, chair offinancial affairs @ X-3094 .

>.-~

togetherani('dgm~!:hang:·out for
an e~ent~p~ck~,d:~eekend.
Call Amy-or Ashley ·
at X-3534 for details.

S.T.A.N.D. (STUDENTS TAKING
ACTION NOW FOR DIVERSITY)
IS A NEWLY FORMED GROUP
AFFILITATED WITH THE OFFICE
OF MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
WHOSE PURPOSE IS TO
PROVIDE A FORUM FOR
XAVIER STUDENTS TO DISCUSS
DIVERSITY ISSUES. THE NEXT
. OPEN DISCUSSION IS
THURSDAY, MARCH H @ 5 P.M.
IN THE TERRACE ROOM. THE
TOPIC DISCUSSED WILL BE
.AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.
QUESTION~ SHOULD BE
DIRECTED TO JOLIE KWAN
(X·.856) OR JULIE
HAMMERSMITH (X-8991).

$412

National Annual Meeting

~

••
on the ResidentkiF&tall{ra~nsite:JJkivef,siiy Center Lobby)
•••
ENJOY
FOOD
•
••
AND il\/E··Nius1c
••
••
Guinnessand GreenBeer!!!
•
Call Eric or Abby at X-3534 for more info.
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MARCH 28, 29

$855

. Conference trip to Seattle

. Friday;.Mqrch 17; 1-:3 p.m.

SENATE ELECTIONS

$600

APRIL 7-8 LIL'. SIBS WEEKEND

WHO YA GONNA CALL?
DOES YOUR CLUB NEED.MONEY?
MARK MALLETT X-3094
WANT TO START A CLUB? MIKE Sl'GG X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SENATE? JEFF PUGH X-4249
. COMMUNITY SERVICE QUESTIONS?
JULIE HAMMERSMITH X-3094
QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDENT AFFAIRS?
CASEY SCHUFF 221-0907 ·
·QUESTIONS ABOUT SAC? JESSICA HANSBERRY X-2867
• · .QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS PAGE?
,. JP ENGELBRECHT x.;.a7s 1·
.QUESTIONS ABOUT SGA? LYNN GRUNNZINGER X-3995

COMe 166 Ul'llll
. SENATE MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M.
ON MONDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
.SAC MEETINGS ARE HELD @ 3 P.M.
ON TUESDAYS IN THE TERRACE ROOM.
STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO
ATTEND 60TH MEETINGS.
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>-Caroline Purtell, Editor
-STAFF

. >-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu

ED·ITORIAL-

Minor adjustments
Why is it that the only build- verse conditions of excessive heat
ing on campus not slated for a and cold on.the human body.
makeover, still languishing in an
Along with getting new airunair-conditioned, erratically conditioni ng units, problems
heated state, is Alter Hall, the one might be solved with proper insulation around new win.dows.
most occupied by students?
Any student who has spent
Another improvement we protime at Xavier has taken a class in pose is a widening of the back
Alter Hall. Yet this high-traffic ·stairs. At the end of class peribuilding is one of t_he least stu- ods, one three-foot-wide doorway
dent-friendly buildings on cam- for three floors of students is not
going to cut it. It creates a seripus.
Xavier seems to have an un- ous bottleneck when students can
ending quest to demolish and re-· only enter or exit one at a time.
build every part of campus. We
In a school that promotes the
all like the nice, pretty buildings idea of ~iversity, Alter Hall is
which line the academic mall, but decidely not geared toward the
a lot of tiClassijieds me, money handicapped. Unless you have an
and frustration could be saved if extra 30 minutes to cut through
the university focused more on the CBA, through the basement maze
functional and not the aesthetic.
and up the elevators, you won't
Instead of demolishing the en- have much luck getting to class.
tire building and dislocating hunThe inner staircase on the lidreds of people, we believe a brary side is another dangerous
. small makeover would do a world hazard with the big red door that
opens inward onto the staircase,
of good.
Tlze Newswire has a few sug- having the ability to whack any
gestions of practical improve- unsuspecting students.
ments we would like to see in AlWe would also like to improve
ter that don't require years of con- the bathrooms and their watersprays-on-the-seat-when-youstruction.
First of all, it's either too hot flush plumbing. Also, why are
or too cold. We're sure new air- there so many stalls in the baseconditioning technology has been ment, but few on the second and
invented since the Great Depres- third floors?
sion. Or perhaps the psychology
There is no reason to overhaul
department has reduced the stu- the building. Just a few adjustdent populous to guinea pigs in a ments would solve a lot of visible
cruel experiment to chart the ad- problems.
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New world affects voting
Thirdly, our parents~generation
I can't blame us for not voting.
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Forrest Buckley's -have taught us This has been our inheritance - a
Contributing Writer
Forrest Buckley made me very by example to hate politics. Cyni- . hatred of politics. But why does the
mad. As a candidate for Cincin- cism with our American govern- '60s have to be brought back into
nati City Council last October, he ment is abundant. Voter turnout was our conscience when we are incame to campus to gain support low before we young people were volved with gun rights and responfrom our community and to inspire allowed to vote.
sibilities, pro-life or pro-choice,
There has been a plethora of environmental dangers, oppression
political action. Buckley wanted us
(the young people) to become po~ political scandals in the last 30 in Latin America and the School of
litically active like his generation years: Watergate, Iran-Contra, Americas, homelessness,· nuclear
Gary Hart, Clarence Thomas and weapons, battered women, poverty,
was in the '60s.
Hmm ... First things first. The Anita Hill and Monica Lewinsky to the World Trade Organization, the
political environment of the '60s · name a fow. Why am I bringing this North Avondale Neighborhood Aswas shape'd on two unified move- up now?
sociation and even contraceptives
Last week's Newswire article on campus?
ments - civil rights and Vietnam,
both of which were imperative to . about Xavier students' low opinion
Right now, there is no unifying
young people's survival and qual- of politics in response to Super cause to bring our generation toTuesday got me thinking about the gether like Vietnam or civil rights.
ity of life.
Secondly, young people today, presidential election this year.
There are so many causes that we
even at Xavier, are political. SGA,
The choosing of the lesser of two are submerged in and are trying to
College· Democrats and Republi- evils does not at all sound appeal- fix.
cans, Amnesty International, ing, so why should we youi:ig
Stop criticizing our voter apathy
EarthBread, Voices for Peace and people care to vote when it is the and let us deal with the world you
Students for Solidarity are just generation before us who· has al- have given us.
lowed "evil" to be elected.
some examples.

NATIONAL

Fathers need choices, too
thought of that before he had sex
with her."
An interesting disparity exists in
Well guess· what kids, it takes
the way we treat men and women two to ta_ngo. Both are responsible
in regards to their right to choose. for using birth control; both are reThese days, women have an un- sponsible for the consequences of
checked power to terminate or keep their actions and both should have
a pregnancy without so much as a choice in what happens to the pregby your leave from the father of_ nancy. This is where the real quagsaid pregnancy.
mire of the issue comes in to play:
' I am not going to discuss the What happens after the ·mistake has
moral yirtues of premarital sex or · been made?
abortlon in. this column. That beThe resultant pregnancy, while
ing said, I am, going to express my a part of the. woman's body, is a
outrage over the lack of a father's product of both people. What hapright to choose the outcome of. a pens when the woman wants to·
pregnancy that is just as· much his abort the pregnancy and the man
as it is the woman'.s.
· ·
wants to keep' it? Does the father
As it stands now, any woman have a say in the ·matter?
No,· he should have thought of
over the age· of 18 may choose fo
abort a pregnancy without consult~ that before ,he had sex with her,
ing anyone, much less the father.
right?
. :. Conversely, the woman may
What about when ·she -wants to
choose to keep the baby and force keep it and he 'wants io abort it?
the father to pay child support for Tough, he is iocked into a financial
the next 18 years.
commitment for the next 18 years
To this lack of choice, most to say the least.' Things he should
would reply, "He should have have thought of before he had sex
BY GRANT SINCLAIR
College Press Exchange
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with her, right? I am not arguing
for the removal of women's right
to choose. I am just sick and tired
of women having a. monopoiy of
decision on the fate of something
that is not entirely theirs to decide.
Why shouldn't a woman carry a
child to term that a father wants to
keep, provided it will not endanger
her life?
I am not arguing that a woman
be forced to c~rry an unwanted
·child to term, but shouldn't the fath er of this child have some say in
the matter?·
If not,·is it right Co force a man
to financially 'support a child 'lie
would have aborted had it been his
choice?
It is only fair that women ):le
. forced into the same corner that
inen are in. I understand women
·have to endure the discomfort, the
physi~al pain of.childbirth and the
µssociated changes in physiology.
So what? Those are things she
should of thought of before.sh~ had
sex with him.
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TALK-

WHAT wouldyou·name·your boy/girl band?

"Tl!e
Frumpies';
·.·.·;·
.
. ..
.,

.··.

·~

:

··:Gwa~h~ s~ker .

-Katie Stltnnier~· ·•

. ·. . . . . JJ11iof · .·····' · •

-LETTERS

TO

THE

-DOC

EDITOR-

Death ineffective punishment
A

fter reading the Andy other than preventing him or her stop his trial and execution but
Gonzales article in The from killing again? How can you chose not to does not mean that
Newswire last week, only one punish someone with something his crucifixion was just.
question came to mind: "Are they that is going to happen to him or
Moreover, Christ was not
making up these absurd articles to her anyway?
guilty of any sin, so how could he
foster more student op-eds·or did
It seems to me that a more fit- be guilty of any crime unless the
·someone really write this non- ting punishment would be to place law \\fas unjust in the first place?
sense?"
Again, that just shows somethem in solitary confinement for
Since I have faith in The News- the remainder of their natural thing wrong with the world's interpretation ofjustice and not with
wire staff, I decided there must lives.
Lack of any human interaction what justice is. By the way, "Thou
really be some misguided person
who thinks this way. Well, this is whatsoever for some 50 years shalt not kill" is the sixth commy response to him and those who sounds pretty worthy to me and mandment, not the first._
share his thoughts.
they could not kill anymore.
As for the comparison of exFirst of all, the anti-death Would this be too expensive?
ecution and murder to rape and
Well, compare the costs to the making love, I have this answer.
movement is not based on the
premise ~hat "prisoners' lives are amount the government must The goal of Christianity is tb purworth rriore than their vietims,'" spend fighting appeals and then sue the good, to imitate the Innate
goodness of Christ and life free
but that all life is worth the same, we will talk.
and that no one, including a jury,
In the United Kingdom there from sin.
has the right to place a value on is no capital punishment. HowRape is the perversion of someever, with a population of 60 mil- thing innately good - . love.
someone else's life.
What makes a jury's reason for lion, there were only 48 murders However, there is nothing innately
killing any more just than a in the year before guns became good about either murder or excriminal's? Is each member of the illegal. Some states have twice ecution. Execution is based on an
jury really that much more en- that many murders in a year.
idea of expedient goodness and
This tells me that the cause of . not innate goodness.
lightened?
Gonzales states that "execu- murder is cultural and has no reConsequently,
although
tions are reserved for those who lat.ion to the punishment. Yet, it Gonzales' comparison is a clever
commit crimes worthy of death." is easy for our self-righteous na- attempt, it is invalid because it is
My response to that point comes tion to kill off the criminals than based on two philosophies that
from an episode of "Oz" which to actually do something about inevitably conflict.
dealt with the same subject. what is corrupting our culture.
Thanks for playing, Andy.
Finally, I think Gonzales' at- Better luck next time!
• "Death is certain.. Life is not."
Death is inevitable for every- . tack on the church was not only
one, so what is gained from kill- irrational but also egregious. Just
-Nicholas Young
ing someone before his or her time because Christ had the power to
Senior

Champions deserve headlines
I

was shocked and appalled to "didn't wanna" play with the forpick up last week's Newswire, mat of their highly circulated puband see the cover. "Muskies: lication.
Goodbye Gardens" overshadowed ' The young ladies of Xavier's
a tiny sliver of a heading "Women women's basketball team deserve
top A-10." But that's OK because much more respect than they are
the women's basketball article was given, certainly enough to warrant
quite extensive, however, it was a sports team (other than men's
pushed back to page 10.
basketball) on the cover. They are
Wait, we win an A-10 title, and cultured, intelligent and athletic.
I have, to go to page 10 to read But you could n~t have found that
about it? Why? .~s the number 10 on page 10, even if you made it
really that significant here?
that far.
When did we substitute news
Has any other team this year
worthy of being proclaimed with been as successful while being as
news tha.t is, well, not news. You underrated and under-heralded?
would have to be living in a box Wait, underrated and under-hernot to realize this was the last sea- alded? Connection? Maybe.
son for XU at the Gardens.
Regardless, Tile Newswire obAnd really, how many of us at viously thinks our champions are
this point have not figured out not as important as the predestined
what that big gray building behind arena of their counterpart. Please.
Buenger is going to be for?
This newspaper is the voice of, by
Maybe Tlze Newswire staff just and for the Xavier students. I want

to see the current state of my fellow student, not an update on the
XU bulldozer timeline. Oh, and
that news had better be in order
of precedent, thank you very
much.
Come on, Newswire, its not
like you are writing for the
Greater Cincinnati area. Let's put
a team that earned something on
the cover for once, and screw the
politics of it all. You now what
I'm talking about.
If the men's team won the A10, I'm pretty sure they would
make the cover. In short, champions deserve headlines, not constantly page 10.

-Kael Landry
Sophomore

TALK-

Turn head, cough
'm ~ale and have to get a physical done for sports. There is a
place on the physical form about
a hernia check.
My friends are telling me all
kinds of stupid things about how
it is done. I'm nervous about going. How do you check for those
things? And why do you have to
do it?

I

'contrary to what your friends are
telling you, a hernia check is not
painful. The physician will check
your groin area and ask you to
cough. ·
A hernia is a weakness in the abdominal wall that allows the under- ·
lying bowel to protrude through it.
If the bowel gets strangulated in the
hernia sac, it could make you acutely
ill and require emergency surgery.

esophagus and irritates the lining.
Alcohol and certain foods can aggravate the problem. Changing your
eating behavior can help, but unfortunately, many people are unable ·or
unwilling to do this.
.Over-the-counter medications
can be very effective. However, if
the individual is requiring high quantities, he or she should see a physician. ,

M

y sister had ringworm, and
I was around her. Should I
be worried? I don't want worms.

Ringworm is not a "worm" at all.
A ringworm rash is caused by fungus on the skin and can be easily
treated.
Transmission would be through
close contact. Pets can also spread
.the fungus. See a doctor or nurse if
need your help! My boyfriend you have any rash area.
gets heartburn all the time and
thinks that taking those over-theQuestions answered by Dr. James
counter medications is all he needs P. Konerman.
to do.
He doesn't think twice about
Questions may be dropped offat
how all the greasy, gross foods and Hea(th and Counseling ore-mailed
alcohol he consumes might be to opinions@xavier.xu.edu.
causing his symptoms. He pops
one of those pills and eats and
drinks all this junk.
I wish he would focus more on
what his body is telling him - not
to eat and drink the junk. What
do you think about people who
take those beartburn pills with a
slug of beer and spicy wings?

I

Your boyfriend is probably experiencing esophageal reflux. Acid
from the stomach goes l!P in.to the

,• •1'"
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>Joe Angolia, Editor
>Sports Desk: 745-2878
>SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu

·Women's tennis
·schedule
March
15
23
26
29
30

Eastern Kentucky
at2:30p.m.
Dayton at 3:30 p.m.
Marshall at noon.

Butler at2:30 p.m;
Louisville at 2 p.m.

April
7
St. Joseph's at 3 p.m.
8
La Salle time TBA
9
Temple time TBA
12 Wright State at 3 p.m.
14-16 A-10 Championships
home games in bold.

Men's tennis
schedule
March
15

Eastern Kentucky
at2 p.m.

18
19

Duquesne at 10 a.m.
Robert Morris
at 11 a.m.
Butler at 2 p.m.
Wright State at 3 p.m.
La Salle time TBA

26
29
31

April
l
2

St. Joseph's
at 10:30 a.m.
Temple time TBA

5

Dayton at 3:30 p.m.

7

Bo':Yling Green
at2:30 p.m.·
11
Louisville at 6 p.m.
14-16 A-10 Championships

home games in bold.

NIT tickets
The university has purchased
tickets to today's game against
Marquette in the first round of
the NIT for Xavier full-time undergraduate students.
Tickets can be picked up today from 10-4 p.m. in the
O'Connor Sports Center ticket
office or at the Cincinnati Gardens before the game.
Tickets will be distributed on
a first come first serve basis.
Valid student identification will
be needed to receive the tickets
as well as to gain admission to
the game.
The tickets are free to all students in possession of an AllCard so come support your
Xavier Musketeers today at 7:30
p.m.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

XU rifle second in- nation

Kane, Jedinak, Fitzgibbon shoot way to All-American status;
Xavier ·runner-up to Alaska-Fairbanks at NCAA Championships
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Editor

The Xavier rifle team traveled
to the Virginia Military Institute
over the weekend· for the 2000
NCAA Championships and
walked out as the second best team
in the nation.
The Musketeers finished in second place in the smallbore competition with a score of 4,616 and
took third in the air rifle competition with a score of 1,540.
Their aggregate score of 6,156
left them just 129 points shy of
NCAA Champion AlaskaFairbanks, who took first in both
competitions, and finished with an
aggregate score of 6,285.
"We did a tremendous job. I'm
very pleased," said head coach
Alan Joseph. "It's the highest
we've ever been. I think we've
been fifth three different times, but
never in the top four. To come inside of fourth is where you want
to be because you get a big trophy.
We've never gotten a trophy before."
Aside from the team achieving
the highest finish in school history,
freshman Thrine Kane took ninth
place in the individual competition.
Kane led the way for Xavier with
scores of l,167 in the smallbore
and 390 in the air rifle competition.
"Thrine was our high player in
both events and she's a freshman
which is good for the future," said
Joseph. "The impact she's had on
this program is tremendous."
Kane earned All-American
honors in both the air rifle and the
smallbore competitions, but she
wasn't the only Musketeer honored
for their performance in the cham·
pionship.
Junior Shari Jedinak and freshman Joseph Fitzgibbon earned AllAmerican honors in the air rifle
competition. Fitzgibbon fired a
387 followed by Jedinak's score of
386.
Jedinak also figured into
Xavier's scoring in the smallbore
competition after racking up l, 152
points.
"Joe's a freshman who is just

x

Members of the Xavier Rifle team, which placed second in the NCAA Championships over the
weekend. Pictured from left to right: (top row) Michael Skuese, Rebecca Brattain, Shari Jedinak
and Scott Kerr, (front row) Danielle Langfield, Joseph Fitzgibbon and Thrine Kane. The team was
just 129 points off of first-place finisher Alaska-Fairbanks.
tremendous. He's done a great job tory by placing three people in the got coming back we can compete ·
this year,:: said Joseph. "Shari's top six of both the air rifle and next year."
The only player lost from this
quite· a cc)mpetitor..She's done a smallbore competitions.
great job all year by being focused
Kelly Mansfield took first place year's team will be senior Brattain.
"Brattain will be a big loss, and
and working hard."
in the air rifle competition wiht a
Prior to the three members of this · score of 398. Teammate Matthew we will need Shari to step up and
year's team who were selected, the Emmons tied Nebraska!s Nicole take over as captain," said Joseph.
Musketeers had had just 11 All- Allaire in the small bore competition "We will be competitive for the top
Americans in the last 10 years.
after totaling l, 183 points. Allaire four again next year. It's hard to
"We easily could have had four," was awarded the title though, with say what will happen, sometimes
said Joseph. "Danielle Langfield a higher center score of 80, com- your nerves can get the better of you
in competition."
didn't make it, but she probably pared to Emmons 78. ·
"We were just ready this year.
should have. We've got four AllAlaska-Fairbanks championship
American athletes."
highs of 1,578 in the air rifle com- Next year ifl was an analyst I would
Langfield, ·a sophomore, com- petition and 4,707 in the smallbore, say that we will be right there gobined with freshman Scott Kerr to gave them the needed edge to .de- ing for the championship," said Jo. seph.
round out the Musketeers' scoring feat the Musketeers.
With a whole year of experience
squad for the smallbore competiOther trophy winners included
tion. The two players finsihed with Nebraska, who took third place with under their belt don't be suprised if
1,150 points and 1,147, respectively. a score of 6,121, followed by Nor- the All-American trio of Kane,
Senior captain Rebecca Brattain wich in fourth place at 6,070 points. Fitzgibbon and Jedinak does just
was the fourth Musketeer in the air
"They (Alaska-Fairbanks) are so that.
rifle competition, posting a score of far out above everyone else," said
377.
Joseph. "They are just incredible
Alaska~Fairbanks cruised to viebut you bet that with the talent I've

On Tap

Wednesday, March 15

Collegiate Cup in Kauai, Hawaii

Wednesday, March 22

•Men's basketball vs.
Marquette at 7:30 p.m. #
•Baseball vs. IllinoisChicago at 3 p.m.

Saturday, March 18

•Baseball vs. Miami (Ohio)
at 3 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Toledo at noon
•Men's golf at Kauai Collegiate
Cup in Kauai, Hawaii

Thursday, March 16

Soccer tryouts
Walk-on tryouts for the men's
soccer team's spring season will
take place from April 10 -14.
The Musketeers will look to
use the spring season to work out
the kinks, in an effort to improve
upon last semester's 5-13-1
record.
-Joe Angolia

GAME

Sunday, March 19
•Men's golf at Kauai
Collegiate Cup in Kauai,
Hawaii

•Baseball vs. Toledo at noon
Tuesday, March 21

Friday, March 17
•Women's basketball vs.
Stephen F. Austin time TBD
•Men's golf at Kauai

*

•Baseball vs. Austin Peay
at 3 p.m.
·'

of the

WEEK

MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
MARQUETIE
7:30 p.m. at Cincinnati
Baseball games take place at
Gardens today.
Hayden Field.
Yeah we know, it's the NIT,
again. But look on the bright
*First-round game of NCAA
side of things. At least the
Tournament to be played in
Musketeers have a chance to
Baton Rouge, La.
avenge their embarrassing
regular-season
loss to
:/#= First-round game of NIT
Marquette. Come watch the
Tournament.
Xmen stick it to the Golden
·Eagles in the "who got the bigHome games are in bold.
gest shaft" postseason tourna'· . ..._
___.
ment.

............................................... -...............................................................................................

~

___________
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2000 ,baseball season in full swing
Young Musketeers have struggled early
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

Following Wiggers in the rotation will be Barger, junior rightThe baseball team is off to a hander Matt Raih and senior leftrocky start. With inexperience and hander James Siefker.
Raih can be counted on for his
a.3-12 record thus far, the MuskeHe appeared in 35
consistency.
teers can only get better.
games
in
his
first two seasons.
This year's team features 11 new
·Siefker
walked
only
18 batters in 64
players on the 24~man roster. Leadinnings
pitched
last
season.
Barger
ing the way for Xavier this season .
will
enter
his
third
season
as
a
memwill be tri-captains, juniors Jeff
ber
of
the
starting
rotation.
Barger and Ty Brenning and seOut of the 6ullpen will be junior
nior Jared Hendel.
right-hander
Jared Cutter, senior
Barger, a right-handed pitcher,
left-hander
Jim Beaulieu, and
will be one of the eight pitchers that
freshmen
right~handers
Kevin
head coach John Morrey will look
Crowley
and
Kevin
Cave.
The
6-6
to for solid pitching this season.
of
the
Cutter
will
be
the
workhorse
Sophomore Greg Wiggers (l-3)
in
to
work
middle
bullpen,
coming
will be the ace of the staff. Wiggers
had a school record 74 strikeouts and short-relief.
Catching forthe Musketeers will
as a freshman.
be Hendel; The
tri-captain is
2000
Roster
solid behind the
dish and is
Pos.
Yr,
No. Name
pretty good
FR
INF.
6 Mark Andres
with a bat in his
JR
RHP
27 Jeff Barger
hands, also. In
LHP
SR
36 Jim Beaulieu
over 260 plate
21 Ed Bongard
.c.
appearences,
JR
INF
12 Ty Brenning
he has only
FR
OF/INF
24 Kevin Cave
struck out 29
JR
1O· Jeff Crandell
INF
times. Hendel
FR
RHP
31 Kevin Crowley
will be backed
RHP
JR
51 Jared Cutter
up at catcher by
OF
20 Jay Denit
sophomore Ed
FR
INF
2 Eric Greenwell
Bongard and
SR
OF
5 Aaron Hall
freshman Matt
'
SR
18 Jared Hendel
c
Tedford. Both
SR
INF
22 Andy Jenkins
Bongard and
FR
OF
26 Scott Jones
Tedford will
JR
RHP
33 Matt Raih
see time at desFR
17 Larry Schildmeyer INF/OF
ignated hitter.
FR
INF
11 Ryan Schreen
The infield
FR
RHP
16 Zach Sebastian
will be led by
SR
LHP
29 James Seifker
the last of the
FR
OF
19 Jarret Sues
three captains.
C·
FR
30 Matt Tedford
Brenning will
JR
25 Brandon Van O_rden OF
play third base
--with his .953
Asst. Sports Editor

Baseball

so

so

on, in midst of seven-·game losing streak

career fielding percentage.
Brenning is a strong defensive
player and is improving his offensive game.
Joining Brenning in the infield
will be junior Jeff Crandell:
Crandell is a very versatile player
who can play either of the middle
infield positions. The other infield-.
~rs are all freshmen - Ryan
Schreen, Eric Greenwell an.d
_ Larry Schildmeyer. This new
crop of freshmen will provide
Morrey with depth and versatility
at the middle infield positions. At
first base, Brenning may see some
time but look for freshman Mark
Andres to play there the majority
of the time. Backing up Andres at
first will be senior Andy Jenkins.
The outfield presents Morrey
with some decisions to make. With
seven guys for three positions,
coach Morrey will have plenty of
options all season long in the outficld.
·Junior Brandon Van Orden
and sophomore Jay Denit are the
lone returnees of a loaded outfield.
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
Joining them will be senior trans. fer Aaron Hall, and freshmen Junior Ty Brenning will be one of the players head coach John
Cave, Jarret Sues and Scott Jones. Morrey will be counting on to lead the young Musketeers this
· Schildmeyer will also see some season. Brenning, a tri-captain, enjoyed a six-game hitting streak
time in the outfield along with earlier in the year.
playing some infield.
With a very young team, the and Greenwell each collected one error and Bongard walked to load
the bases with two outs.
Musketeers·could be in for a long hit apiece for Xavier.
Siekfer went five solid innings
The rally was killed when
season.
"Our youth will not be used as giving up two hits, one run, two Andres went down swinging. That
an excuse. It will be a plus for us ·walks and one strikeout. Wiggers was Xavier's last rally as they failed
on the energy and enthusiasm side relieved Siefker in the sixth and also to get a hit in the eighth and ninth
of the ledger that hopefully will pitched four solid innings. Wiggers innings. Xavier scored one run on
. lead to te'am success,'; said Morrey. gave up four hits, one earned run, three hits and had five errors.
Xavier plays UIC again today at
Hopefully, the team can re- one walk and had five strikeouts.
The one run Wiggers gave up 3 p.m. at Hayden Field. Come help
bound from their early season
struggles thus far this year. After cost him the win and dropped his cheer on the Musketeers as they try
losing to the University oflllinois- record to 1-3. In Xavier's seventh to put an end to their seven-game
Chicago 2-1 yesterday, they fell to irining, Greenwell doubled to right- losing streak.
3-12 overall. Bongard, Crandell center, Crandell reached base on an

Xavier women prep for NCAA Tournament
Musketeers carry No. 6 seed, No. 24 ranking, goal of Sweet 16 into Friday's game
BY MATT BARBER
Sports Writer

As the Xavier women's basketball team sat in the Grill during the
NCAA Selection Special party Sunday afternoon, the Musketeers
hardly flinched when their name
showed up on the screen as the
ninth team revealed in the field of
64. Last year they jumped up and
screamed ecstatically when they
were announced. Is XU an old hand
at the NCAA thing already?
"Last year we were pretty sure
we were in, we had the record," said
junior guard Nicole Levandusky,
"but no one was convinced."
This time, Xavier had the automatic bid that accompanied the At- ·
lantic 10 Championship they nailed
down last week in Philadelphia.
The question was not whether XU
would be playing, but where.
Shortly after 5 p.m. the.Musketeers, and the nation, found out.
1
Xavier, a six-seed, would face 11thseeded Stephen F. Austin, the
Southland Conference Champion
with a 25-3 record, in Baton Rouge,
La. Awaiting the winner of that
. contest would be.the victor. between

'

What goals are left for a Musthird-seeded Louisiana State (the
keteer team that set the school
host school) and 14-seed Liberty.
On Monday, the final Associated record in wins (26, and counting,
Press Women's Basketball Poll was hopefully), record_ed the program's
announced, and it included Xavier longest win-streak (11 games), had
in the No. 24 spot. This is the first . Xavier's best Atlantic 10 Confer~
time the Musketeers have ever been ence season (13-3), avenged three
ranked in the AP Poll; last season, of this season's four losses later in
the final USA Today/Coaches' Poll the year (against Dayton, St.
·had XU 24th. Xavier was 26th in Joseph's and George Washington;
UC will have to wait until next seaMonday's version of that poll.
Xavier's Rating Percentage In- son), won theA-lOChampionship~
dex (RPI) used by the NCAA Se- earned its second NCAA bid in a
lection Committee in seeding teams row, and came within two points
and determining pairings for the of last year's Sweet 16?
tournament, is 23 heading into
"Our goal is the Sweet 16," saidLevandusky. ·
Friday's action.

"We want to play well and get is in her freshman year but is playto the Sweet 16," said freshman ing like a grizzled veteran.
The Musketeers have improved
point guard Amy Waugh.
: 'The Sweet 16 is our last goal," on defense all season long, and an
said junior center Taru Tuukkanen. offense that averages over 77 ppg
Chances are good that the Mus- has not missed a beat. Xavier will
keteers -will accomplish this final be tough to stop in the tournament.
"I don't think we have. played
goal. They boast a great inside
game, Tuukkanen and junior for- our best ball yet," said head coach
ward Jen Phillips average a com- Melanie Balcomb, "we didn't put
bined 28.0 points and shoot .573 two good halves together in the Afrom the floor.
10 Tournament and still won."
The guard play is sharp as well.
The biggest challenge to XU,
Levandusky averages 13.4 ppg, 5.0 besides a possible second-round
rebounds per game, 3.1 steals and matchup with LSU on the Tigers'
2.6 assists, while Waugh, averaging . home floor, is overcoming the time
10.8 ppg and 5.9 assists per game, off between their last game (March
6) and Friday's 7 p.m. start. Eleven
days can be a long time. However,
Xavier had a 10-day break between
Louisiana St. the end of its regular season and the
start of the A-10 Tournament, and
Tigers
came away from there with a championship.
Seed: 3
Record: 22-6
"This gap can be positive," said
Playing against Tennessee
Balcomb.
"This time of year, you
and Georgia in the SEC, the
need
a
break.
These kids need this
No. 12 Tigers earned a threerest.
In
Philadelphia,
all I had to
seed. They will likely be XU's
do
was
open
the
door;
the
kids were
second-round opponent,
dying
to
play.
I
expect
the same
should Xavier get there .
Friday."

Possible Xavier Opponents
: Stephen F. Austin

Liberty U.
Flames

Lumberjacks
Seed: 11

Record: 25-3

Senior guard and Southland
Conference Player-of-the-Year
Stephanie Whitmore (15.1
ppg) leads these conference
champs, but they should fall
to XU in the first round.

Seed:

Record: 23-7

The winners of the Big
South Tournament dominated
their conference this season,
but the Flames from Liberty
will not be scorching the LSU
Tigers in this year's first round.
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Xmen come .up short in A~lO Tourney
McAfee's

27 points not enough .against SBU, Muskies NIT bound again

With the Rams trailing 51-38,
Marbury and Bell would combine
to score Rhode Island's next 19
points. The duo's outstanding performance was not enough though
as the Musketeers used a 42-32 rebounding advantage to over-power
the undersized Rams.
Williams and junior Maurice
McAfee followed West's lead as
both finished with 15 points, while
sophomore_Lloyd Price chipped in
11 rebounds. McAfee added five
assists in the winning effort.
The Rams shot 50 percent from
the field for the game, but their high
percentage wasn't enough to overcome the 26 turnovers they committed or their inability to contain
West.
"Next year we should be a great
team, hopefully the record (5~25)
will be reversed," said Marbury.
The Musketeers shot 40.6 percent from the field and made just
54. 8 percent ( 17-31) from the freethrow line, compared to their season averages of 43.8 and 72.1 percent, but managed to move on to a
second-round match with St.
Bonaventure.
"We may have redefined the
term 'ugly win,"' said head coach
Skip Prosser. "The object of the ·
tournament is not to win by five or
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SEAN O'BRIEN
20. The idea Is to keep playing, Freshman David West posted two double-doubles over the
and we're thrilled to keep playing." course of the A-10 Championship, surpassing Brian Grant in the
The win improved the Muske- process for most rebounds by a freshma·n in a single season.
teers' record to ..20-lQ, pushing
the time of his departure, McAfee · pointer of his own to put the SBU
them even closer to the verge of a
had been about average scoring lead back at five.
NCAA bid.·
seven points to help the Musketeers
The Musketeers' concentration
"We're proud it's.our fourth.
to a 21-19 advantage.
on
trapping the Bonnies' 6-11 Pestraight 20-win season," said
. The collision must have knocked ter Van Paassen often left holes in
Prosser. "In this league, that's quite
something lose, because whe!l he the defense as the team's inability
an accomplishment."
returned to action just 30 seconds to effectively rotate often left
later he was nothing .short of en Caswell Cyrus wide open under- .
ST. BONA 72, XAVIER 69
fuego.
·
neath, producing high-percentage
Last time these two teams met,
The Musketeers closed the first- shots, or matchups the Musketeers
the Musketeers had four chances
half with a 7-2 run to give them a were unable to handle.
to win the game. Their efforts were
35-31 lead at intermission.
The Musketeers used an 8-0 run,
unsuccessful, however, and the
The second half began with a· thanks to three-pointers from
Bonnies escaped with a 65-64 vicbang, as the Musketeers used two McAfee and Williams along with a
tory.
threes from McAfee, one from Wil- tip-in from West, to cut the deficit
This time around, the Muskeliams and a jump hook from Price to one point, 63-62, with 4:35 reteers would get just one chance to
on their way to an 11-4. run and
maining. The team would never get
tie the game, a deep, ill-advised
46-35 lead.
any
closer though.
three-pointer byMcAfee, the very
Down l_ l points, Bonnie head
The
Bonnies called a time out
man who had carried them to that
coach Jim Baron called a timeout , to rega!n their composure. When
point in th.e game.
to regroup his troops, and whatever ' play resumed, the Musketeers took
McAfee found the bottom of the
he told them must have sunk in be- a hard hit. With St. Bonaventure
net a career-high seven times from
cause a different SBU team came running a fast break, Williams was
three-point range on the night (tyout of the huddle.
sliding out to play defense when he
ing Jamie Gladden 's school
St. Bonaventure· went on an 18- crashed to the ground holding his
record), but the most important
2 run following the timeout, aided right knee at the 3:44 mark.
shot of al I came up too long for the
by Xavier turnovers and poor shot
Williams came up limping and
point guard ..
selection, capped off by a three- had to go to the sidelines, taking a
"It felt good when it left my
pointer from Tim Winn that put the weapon from the Musketeers' alhand. I pulled up a little deep," said
Bonnies ahead 53-48. Winn, the ready limited offense. Though he
McAfee. "I should have let a little
team's leading scorer, was held would return just over a minute
more time go off the clock and got
scoreless in the first-half and didn't later, his injury prevented him from
a better shot. That was a bad shot."
register a point until his layup at the factoring into the game's final out"If Mo McAfee doesn't make a
11 :04 mark tied the game at 48 all. come.
heck of a lot of shots, we're not in
"Not only did we turn the ball
Cyrus scored six straight points
position to take that last shot," said
over (during SBU's run) but they · for the Bonnies ·on two put backs
Prosser.
scored every time we turned it and a dunk to give the Bonnies a
Which is true. McAfee carried
over," said Prosser. "We've had a 69-64 lead.
the sluggish Musketeers on his
proclivity to do that at times. We
McAfee would hit another threeback the entire game, finishing
get a little bit of a lead and then we pointer to bring the Xmen within
with a career-high 27 points.
relax."
two, 69-67, but missed his last two
"I was just trying to make
McAfee, who had been silent attempts, giving the Bonnies anplays," said McAfee. "I was feelduring the Bonnies' run, responded other close win over the Muskeing it."
with a three-pointer to pull the teers.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SEAN O'BRIEN
McAfee had to leave the court
Muskies within two. After a Xavier
"They just made more good
Senior Darnell Williams fires up a three-pointer over St.
around the eight minute mark af- ·
timeout, David Messiah Capers
Bonaventures' Patricio Prato in XU's quarterfinal game. Williams.
ter crashing hard to the floor folSee Men, page 11
came right back at XU with a threefinished with 11 points in the losing effort.
. ...... low_ing ad~i~~ .to. ~h-~ b~s~~t.'.. At; ..... .
·.·.1,·,·.··
BY JOE ANCiOLIA
Sports Editor

points, riding his coattails to a 15point victory.
"We knew they w~re lacking in
On the outside looki.ng into the
NCAA Tournament, the Muske- size," said West. "That was one of
teers needed a big showing in the the main things we focused on in
Atlantic IO Championship to so- practice."
Clay's absence not only left the
lidify their case for a bid.
.
When the A-10 bracket was an- Rams at a distinct disadvantage
nounced, it appeared as though fate down low, but took away a scoring
was on the Musketeers' side. By weapon. from the already offenfinishing in third place in the A-10 sively challenged Rams, meaning
West, the Musketeers earned a slot sophomore point guard Zach
Marbury would be leaned on even
on the opposite side of Temple.
Lying in their path to the finals more than usual· to carry Rhode Iswere games against Rhode Island land on his back.
Marbury did get he_lp with the
(the A-IO's doormat this season),
St. Bonaventure (a team that fin- scoring load from fellow secondished in second place in the A-10 year player Tavorris Bell, who comEast but had managed just a one- bined with Marbury to score 46 of
point victory against Xavier at the team's 60 points on the night.
URI trailed by just three, 13-10,
home during the regular season)
and in all likelihood a grudge match following ajam by Bell, before they
against rival Dayton (who the Mus- were bushwhacked by the Muskeketeers had split the season series teers. West's strong inside play propelled the Musketeers to a 17-5 run,
with).
Not the easiest road to travel by giving them a 30-15 lead following
any means, but definitely more a three-point play by senior Darnell
practical than topping Temple in Williams.
Williams, ·set to inbounds to a
Philadelphia.
The Musketeers appeared to be teammate on the play but with no
on the right track after cruising past open man and no Rhode Island
Rhode Island in the first round, 75- player guarding him, he inbounded
60. It looked as though their mo- off the back of Justin Henry, picked
mentum would carry them past the up the ball and laid it in while drawBonnies after they established an ing a foul.
West's dominance in the first
11-point second-half lead, but unhalf,
14 'points and nine rebounds
fortunately for the Xmen their reguat.the
intermission, is evident by the
lar season struggles continued, as
fact
that
West only trailed the Rhode
they collapsed, letting another win
Island
team
by three points ( 15-12)
slip through their fingers.
following a jump hook with 4:31
remaining in the half.
XAVIER 75, RHODE ISL. 60
Bell and Marbury .combined for
With Rhode Island's big man
Luther Clay watching from the 16 of the URI's 22 first-half points,
sidelines, the undersized Rams with Bell leading the way with 10.
were virtually defenseless against . In the second half though, Marbury
freshman David West's onslaught. would take the team upon his own
The Musketeers worked West in- shoulders on the way to a 21-point
side to the tune of a career-high 24 second-half explosion.
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Men: NIT.bound:again
Continued from page 1O
plays than we did," said Prosser. "I
thought we made a lot of good
plays, but they just made more."
West was one of the few Musketeers that made a significant contribution to the team's efforts other
than McAfee. The center hit 6-9
from .the field and a perfect 7-7
from the free throw line on the way
to a 19-point, 12-rebound doubledouble.
West's 12-rebounci performance
moved him into first place and past
Portland Blazer Brian Grant for the
freshman record for most rebounds
in a season with 283 boards. Grant
pulled down 273 for the Musketeers
during the 1990-91 season.
Though he scored 11 points for
the game, Williams never attacked
the basket, instead camping out
behind three-point line. where he
made just 3-10.
Price, who entered· the tournament as the team's second leading
scorer, hardly showed up the whole
time he was in Philladelphia.
Against URI, he grabbed 11 rebounds but scored just four points
on 2-9 shooting.
He struggled even more agains.t
the Bonnies, hitting just J-11 attempts· en route to a seven-point;
four-rebound performance. Not at
· all the kind of play Xavier fans have
come to expect from the talented
sophomore.
The Bonnies shot 51.8 percent
from the field on the way to dropping the Musketeers' record to 2011.

A-10 CHAMPIONSHIP
Dayton escl\ped an inspired St.
Joseph's team, 67-64, in the
quarterfinals to set up a semifinals
matchup with the Bonnies.
SBU grounded the Flyer attack
in the first half, holding UD to 16
points. Dayton made a run at it in
the second round, but was unable

to recover. Bonaventure's win
meant they would be bestowed the
honor of taking on hometown favorite and conference.front runner
Temple in the A-10 finals.
Earlier in the week, the Owls had
nearly swept theA-lO's postseason
award banquet. Senior point guard
Pepe Sanchez took home awards
for the conference's Player-of-theYear, Defensive-Player-of-theYear, along with spots on the AllConference First team and the AlO's Defensive team.
The awards didn't stop there, as
Temple head coach John Chaney
was honored as the A- lO's Coachof-the~Year .and Lynn Greer took
home the Sixth Man of the Year
. award.
The only awards the Owls were
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Junior Mo McAfee posted career-highs in points (27) ·and three-pointers (7) in the loss to SBU .
denied (A-10 Rookie of the Year pionship sipce 1990 (the Owls were
and Most Improved Player) went to defeated by Rhode Island last year
George Washington's SirValfant on a last second three-pointer by
Brown and Fordham's Duke Free- Lamar Odom) .
man-McKaney, respectively.
· Wadley finished with a gameTemple's monopoly on the high 16 points on 4-5 three-point
conference's awards wasn't a mere shooting, and took home the Mostcoincidence. The Owls were heads Outstanding-Player trophy for his
and tails above any other member efforts.
of the A-10 this year, and have as _
good a chance, or better, as any
NIT BOUND
. other team of winning the•NCAA
For the second-straight year; the
Tournament this year.
NCAA Selection Committee
Their matchup in the finals was passed on the Musketeers. While
simply a formality, as the Owls' last year's Musketeers arguably
defense limited the Bonnies to 12 were the most deserving team left
first half points while Quincy out of the tournament, this year's
Wadley provided the offense for team can make no such claims.
Temple.
Among the list of NIT teams
Temple spent the second half more deserving than the Xmen of
simply running out the clock in an- an NCAA berth are Vanderbilt (who
ticipation of their first A-10 Cham- spent several weeks in the top 25
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PRIZES IN THE DREAM SCREi;;::N
SWEEPSTAKES LIKE:
A

TRIP TO THE X·GAMES® IN

SAN FRANCISCO; AN MTX® AUDIO
SPEAKER SYSTEM; OR EVEN A
PONTIAC® SUNF"IRE® SPORTS
COUPE

this year), Virginia (who knocked
off Maryland and swept their series
with North Carolina) and Notre
Dame (who knocked off powerhouses Ohio State, St. John's and
Connecticut, twice, during their tumultuous season).
The Musketeers' NIT matchup
with Marquette gives the Xmen a
chance to avenge a regular season
loss, in the postseason, for the second straight year. Last year the
Muskies dropped their first meeting with Toledo before downing the
Rockets in the NIT.
With the comforts of the Gardens on their sides, the Xmen
should have no trouble making
short work of the Golden Eagles.
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On Thursday, March 16
through Saturday, March 19, the
Friends of the Campbell County
Library will hold a used book sale
at the Cold Spring Branch, 3920
Alexandria Pike, Cold Spring,
Ky.
The sale will be held between
9 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Thursday, 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. on Friday, 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. on Saturday and noon
and 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Hardbound books will sell for
· 50 cents, paperbacks for 25 cents
and all new books for $3. Sunday will be "bag day." You may
. purchase all the books you want
for $3 per grocery bag.
Proceeds will benefit the
Campbell County Library.

Symphony update
Jesus Lopez-Cobos leads the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
March 17 and 18 at 8 p.m. at
Music Hall.
The concert will open with
Honegger's "Pacific 231 ,'' followed by Saint-Saens' Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso.
Also featured will be the third
movement ofTchaikovsky's Violin Concerto in D Major and the
opening movement from
Bart6k's Viola Concerto.
Tickets are priced from $12 to
$46 and are available by phone
at 381-3300.
Student tickets are available
for $10 the week of the shows.

Open auditions
The Players on the Hill community theater group will have its
auditions Ma~ch 22-24 for its
annual summer production.
Adults ages 20-40 are needed
for the adult comedy "Homeward
Bound."
Auditions will be from 7-10
p.m. each day in the basement of
city hall, 1646 W. Galbraith·
Road.
Call 931-5736 or 931-3045
for more information.

DO YOU THINK XAVIER'S HIP-HOP SCENE IS NON-EXISTENT? THINK AGAIN
BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Diversions Editor

Cincinnati has been called a football town, a baseball town and a chili
town at different times, but it has never
been known as much of a hip~hop
town. That may change soon.
Citing influences from Tribe
Called Quest to De La Soul, Trifecta
seeks to "bring back the essence of
hip-hop."
However, in Cincinnati, a town that
often can be unforgiving to struggling
local independent acts, it's been slow
going.
Trifecta is made up of Xavier class
of '99 graduate Matt Turner and seniors Tony Anderson and Er_nanuel
Lewis, or as they are known in the hiphop ·world, Glitz Rockwell, Tone
Capone and Master Mynd; respectively.
It all began back in the fall of 1997,
when Anderson and Turner were
roommates at Xavier. Anderson had
regular stints as a deejay, and introduced Turner to L_ewis. · Since both
had written songs in high school, they
decided to start Trifecta "just for fun."
The band's first real gig came in
February of 1998, when the Xavier
Black Student Association held a Cl!ltural event and Trifecta played as the
house band. The next month, they
played on campus again at the New
Image Models' fashion show, with a
similar positive response.
In 1998, the band was approached
and asked to play at Styuka, Xavier's
annual spring concert. This was the
point at which "things began getting
serious for us," says Turner."
What had started as a side project
had become recognized part of
Xavier.'s music scene. The .Styuka
crowd tended to agree, despite that
day's rainy weather.
Over the summer, they began producing original music and got int9 the

a

PHOTO COURTESY OF TRIFECTA

Xavier's own (dockwise from top) Tony Anderson, Emanuel Lewis and Matt Turner are Trifecta, a local band
braving the waters (or lack thereof) of Cincinnati's arid hip-hop scene.
recording studio for.the first time.
Turner explained that the format of were doubting ourselves; we were ·
Until this point, the band· had the UC show was such that "if the doing a lot of shows in the .Cincinonly played on Xavier's campus, crowd didn't like you, they'd boo nati area, where there's not a lot of
and as Turner put
you off the support for hip-hop. The UC show
Trifecta
it: "you dido' t
stage."
·made us think we might have someknow if you were
However,
thing."
Vital Statistics
popular because
Xavier's
Trifecta
That "something" culminated in
Genre
the people knew
faced the unfa- a recently completed eight-song EP,
Hip-J:Iop
you or because
. miliar audience Verbalize This, a collection. of
Members
they liked your
and made a origninal music, recorded and enGlitz Rockwell, Tone
music."strong showing gineered by fellow Xavier student,
Capone, Master Myn~
Their trial by
with a decided sophomore Jon Brennan.
Latest effort
fire came in early
lack of jeering,
Verbalize This should be on sale
Verbalize This
1999 when the
the first sign that in the Xavier bookstore in the next
Future Gigs
band attended a
they were ac- week.
Will you be a witness.to the re"
talent search at the
cepted by a nonStyuka 2000
University of CinXavier audience. birth of hip~hop? You'll ha,ve_ to
cinnati.
Their warm reception was more check out the CD to know. But
Although not actually participat- than a reliefforTrifecta, it was sav- hurry_:__ they might not stay indeing· in the talent show, Trifecta ing grace.
pendent for long.
played during intermissions.
Said Turner, "For a time, we

Into. the wild· blue
INTREPID DIVS ASSISTANT RISKS LIFE FOR STORY
Hello. My name is Mikey. Ever since the day I was born I have had
a destiny - - to be pushed from a plane flying at 13,000 feet. In the
ensuing weeks, that destiny will finally be fufilled.
The good people at Skydive Greene County are making this dream a
reality. They will also be providing the winner of the March.21 Mr.
Muskie Pagent with two free jumps (Those interested in a jump- start
schmoozing copy editor and Mr. Muskie contender Bill Snodgrass
now).
So any way, if you see me walking down the mall this week, I would
be happy to receive words of encouragement, presents or even clean
underwear. Oh, and to all you morbid ones, my roomate has already
called "dibs" on my CDs in the event of my untimely death, so don't
even ask.
Be sure to check out the review of my experience in a few weeks.
Until then, be nice to me.

In 'Jay's Shorts'
The Know Theatre Tribe presents "Jay's Shorts," a collection
of one-acts by Xavier alumnus
Jay B. Kalagayan.
The production runs March
17-18 and 23-25 at 8 p.m. and
March 19 at 4_p.m. at Gabriel's.
Corner.
Admission is $IO. For more
information, call the info line at
871-1429.

Free concert
The University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory· of Music
presents a free percussion ensemble on Friday, March 21 at 8
p.m. in Corbett Auditorium.
The show features mostly
unconducted chamber works for
percussion including Edgard
Varese's "Ionisation" and John
Cage's "Imaginary Landscape
#2."

FEATURE-

Xavier's own Trifecta Of talent
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New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before March 16 ...

Smoking Popes, Live (Platinum) ... eels, Daisies of the Galaxy
(Dream Works) ... Jack Off Jill, Clear Hearts, Gray Flowers (Risk) ... Dad's
Porno Mag .. Dad's PonwMag (Robison Records) ... Drag-On, Opposite
of H20 (Interscope) ... Pinehurst Kids, Viewmaster (Platinum) ... Joe
Satriani, E11gi11es ofCreatioi1 (Epic) ... The Squirrels, The Not-So-Bright
Side of the Moon (Pop Llama) ... Soundtrack, Elto11 Joh11 's The Road to El
Dorado (Dream Works) ... Choclair, Ice Cold (Priority) ...
... all dates are tent&tive ..
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Wednesday, March 15
Britney Spears

Thursday, March 16
Mix Master Mike

w/LFO
@ Firstar Center

@Annie's

Thursday, March 16
H20

.w/ Kill Your Idols
and Save the Day .
@Bogart's

•1

Saturday, March 18
Queensryche
@Bogart's

Wednesday, March 29
Project Object
@ The Barrelhouse
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REVIEW-

'Return to Me' a romantic comedy with heart
FROM SCI-FI TO CHICK FLICK- DAVID DUCHOVNY HAS MADE QUITE A LEAP
mor is carried out by the terrific
Ca11tribwi11g Writer
supporting cast.
"Simplicity, simplicity, simplicThere is Grace's eccentric Irish
ity."
grandfather, · played by Caroll
Thoreau's motto not only applies O'Connor, .who, along with his
to real life, but apparently to Cin- poker-playing buddies, own the ·
ematic plot lines as well. With the only Irish-Italian restaurant in Chirecent trend of surprise endings and cago.
complex plots and sub-plots (I still
There are Grace's friends, a mardon't fully understand "Mission: ried couple played by Jim Belushi
Impossible," even after several and director Bonnie Hunt whose
viewings), a simple and breezy kids are sponges for passing proscript can be refreshing.
fanities. And there's Bob's best
And that is exactly what Bonnie friend, a veterinarian ,portrayed by
Hunt delivers in "Return to Me," a · David Al.an Grier.
·
romantic comedy starring David
The minor characters are really
. Duchovny and Minnie Driver.
the driving force which keeps the
Duchovny plays Bob Reuland, comedy alive throughout the film.
a designer/contractor who loses his There's no big slaps'tick or "Ameriwife in a car crash. Her heart is then can Pie"-like scenes, just witty, indonated to Grace Briggs (Driver), telligent humor that can be apprea deathly ill heart patient.
ciated by anyone with a maturity
A year later, Grace and Bob meet level above thatof a 14-year-old.
by chance and fall in love (insert
The movie does possess corny
sigh here). Everything is hunky- tendencies at times. When Driver
dory until Grace accidentally dis- and Duchovny meet for the first
covers Bob's wife was the donor.
time, they feel as if they know each
They each respectively freak out other, and I felt as if I was going to
and their relationship is threatened. be in for a sorry movie. But for the
But don't worry, you sappy roman- most part these occasional cheesy
tics, all is resolved in the end (that's scenes are bearable.
a shocker).
The soundtrack begs recognition
Even though the basic plot above all. When you witness a
seems to appeal to senior citizens scene between the Irish and Italian
and soccer moms with its cutesy- mix of aging poker buddies drinkwutsey storyline, the comedy is ing frosty mugs of beer arguing
genuinely funny. Most of the hu- over the best deceased male singer
BY JULIE SMALLWOOD

Coming

. PHOTO COURTESY OF MGM PICTURES

Cue the romantic music: Duchovny and Driver Oeftto right) play lovers with an eerie connection in MGM's
romantic comedy "Return to Me:'
and it comes down to Frank Sinatra
and Dean Martin, you know it's going to be a Rat Pack kind of movie.
The entire movie is speckled with
the acoustic lounge stylings of
Frankie and the boys. ·
There's nothing really grand

about this movie. But its simplicity is what makes "Return to Me"
enjoyable.
The film doesn't have a lot of
meat, but sometimes it's nice to
watch a movie and not· have to
worry about having an aneurysm
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PHOTO COURTESY OF THE KNOW THEATER TRIBE

Above: Stephen Rogers; Dwuan Watson and Stacey Smith (left to right) will appear in a Know Theatre
Tribe production of "The Pullman Theory." (See the Briefs section.)
The Know Theatre Tribe will be performing "Jay's Shorts," a collection of one-act plays by Xavier
alumnus Jay Kalagayan at Gabriel's Corner in Over-the-Rhine.
The evening will feature a mix. of comedy and drama, and will include premieres of two never-beforeseen plays: "The Pullman Theory" and "Chat."
Thanks to the Know Theatre Tribe, The Newswire will be giving away free passes to a special advance
performance of"Jay's Shorts" on Thursday, March 16. The first five students to call x2878 and say "I want
in Jay's Shorts!" will indeed get into the Thursday night show absolutely free.
Still undecided? Check out the review in next week's issue of The Newswire.

Surgeon General's Warning: Being the Assistant Diversions
Editor is NOT hazardous to your health or your piggy .bank.
Really. Pick up an application at ~he Publications house or call
x2878 and ask for Jonathan or Mikey..
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from the complexity of the story
and to know that everything becomes rainbows and sunshine before the credits start to roll.
Rating:***
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"Get Minez," by rapper Big Bub
is another quality cut, sure to please
many a partygoer looking for something to bounce to.
The Queen finally makes her
appearance on track 6, with "Drama
101," and it is up to the regal standards of her other hits.
For those of you not familiar
with Queen Latifah's style, it tends
to focus on actual, relevant subjects,
as opposed to the pimping hoes frequented
by the rapper-of-the-moVarious Artists
ment.
This
is nothing different, and
The Takeover
it will have you moving and groov(Warner Bros. Records)
ing in both your seat and your brain.
The disc isn't limited to rap, as
We realize at times it may seem
like the diversions writers only re- "Picture in a Magazine" by Merge
view certain types of music - Dave has a Jodeci sound to it, or say the
Matthews or Tori Amos wannabes. harmonizing featured in many a
It is certainly not due to a lack BlackStreet album.
"Love Isn't Love," is a piece in
of trying - unfortunately the good
country, rock-a-billy, hip-hop or the style of Faith Evans and Kelly
hardcore rap CDs are few and far Price, with lush, sensitive vocals
and nary a dance floor boom-boom.
between.
However, once in a blue moon Both are a slice into the underexan album graces our desk that more posed world of R&B, especially
than warrants a review. It comes familiar for those who may try and
blasting out of the stereo with find a quality hip-hop station here
thumping beats and sweet rhythms in the Gnat.
all wrapped up in a pretty package.
With only two out of place seSo enters The Takeover, executive lections, "Ya' II Ain 'T Hustlers," by
Aposouls, and "Maw Fuka," by 20
produced by Queen Latifah.
Grand
Pikasoe, this disc will be takWhile the good Queen only appears on one track, you can tell she ing up permanent residence at the
knows what she's doing with this party that is 1023 (BYOB if ya'll
don't know). For anyone looking
compilation.
Not only is there nary an ailing to get the heads up on the new breed
track, but quite a few are absolute. in rap and hip-hop, I highly suggest
standouts, beginning with the open- this collection of photo beats. Reing cut "Nev-Ah," laid down by member, it isn't who brings the bigRowdy Rahz. Sure, the name is gest names, it's who brings the big·
only going to be familiar to those gest beats.
on ·the forefront of the rap scene,
This disc earns: $$$112
- Will Fellton,
. but do not judge a disc by name
Co11tributing
Write;
alone.
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'Mars' on a mission to waste your time
DAZZLING SPECIAL EFFECTS, TWO GOOD ACTORS ~ND A GREAT BUILD UP- ALL FOR ONE STUPID ENDING
figure out the reason·
Contributing Writer
behind the mysterious storms and the
Mission to ... wow it looks
really big face iri the
good
middle of the MarI suppose if you took scenes
tian landscape.
from "Apollo 13," "Contact" and
Somehow they
several other sci-ti movies and put
decipher the weird '
them all together you'd have "Mission to Mars," only with better actsound coming from
the face and solve it,
ing and a better storyline.
Directed_ by godly Brian De
in what my good
Palma (what was this man thinkfriend Thom called
their "first leap of geing?), "Mission to Mars" stars a
poorly collected group of actors.
nius," albeit a leap
With great actors like Tim
A leading man ... dead?
. of genius which
Robbins_ and Gary Sinise, I foolFour more astronauts decide to makes utterly no
ishly expected this movie to be a go on. a rescue mission to the red sense, but is, of
terrific union of great acting, mind- planet and retrieve the last astro- course, correct.
blowing special effects and a fresh naut. This rescue mission is made
Somehow they
sci-ti storyline a)?out the red planet up of Blake's wife, Phil Ohlmyer end up solving the
that we are so technologically close (played by Jerry O'Connell from puzzle, entering the
to actually touching. Well, I was . the sorely unappreciated "Joe's face and learning the
pretty wrong.
Apartment") and Sinise.
secrets of I ife on
PHOTO COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES
As they near the planet, every- earth.
lim Robbins and Gary Sinise Oeftto right)....;. in an otherwise subpar film, they were the
Something's not right
thing goes wrong - their ship exonly reasons to watch "Mission to Mars:'
It took about an hour and a half plodes, they bail out and, in an odd
Mission to ...
This movie is definitely not one
asked him, "Sir, how did you like
before I finally confirmed my sus- twist of terrible and very unbeliev- wow, that was bad
to spend seven or eight dollars of.
picions that something was defi- able events, a leading man kills
Walking out of the theater I felt the movie?"
The man just looked at her for a your hard-earned money to go see.
nitely wrong with this movie.
himself to save the others.
so cheated by the fantastic buildIt began simple enough, just as
This struck ine as a terrible up, the terrific actors (despite the second and then· down and then It's a complete letdown wrapped in"Apollo 13" began, at one of the move. Somehow the writers Lowell supporting ensemble from daytime back to her quickly and blurted out, side an entourage of special effects
astronauts' homes at a cookout the . Cannon, Jim Thomas and John TV), the amazing special effects, "It was ... OK ... I guess." I smiled and hollow promises.
as I left for my car.
day before they blast off for Mars. Thomas got together and decided etc.
Rating:*
Building up the lives of Jim · to kill off one of the two best actors
After all, it was a terrible endOffiCALNEWSWIREMoyiE.RATINGS·* _.·
McConnell (Gary Sinise), Luke in the picture. Bad idea.
ing - most of those leaving the theGraham (Don Cheadle) and Woody
ater voiced ,their dislike loudly. I
This' Jri~~·ie is .~ complete wast~· of ti~e ~~d money; throw your
Blake (Tim Robbins), I expected
Climactic build-up to one stu- remember walking out of the ~he
d,~\\'~ a.ijd. r,~n 'f?ryotir'tife'. ::..• ~ · ·.. · · . ,.;' _· '·: - •·. · ·. ·
there to be some kind of internal pid ending
ater as a young man of about 25
struggle,along with some physical
With all the death and disaster boisterously yelled about how terexternal struggle throughout the I'm expecting a really good ending, rible the movie was, and I silently
movie.
and yet again I feel that tinge, only agreed with him.
i.·
Yet I still felt something wrong stronger now, of a terrible.let down.
As we passed a table that was
... call it intuition. After the first After landing on another ship so set up in the lobby with big "Mis*·***~ Nety,swi~e S€?{l!pfApproval.:.....: you can~t gt:) wrong ~ith
mission fands, they set up a base luckily near the first one, they set sion to Mars" posters lying on it a
, ·· {;L;!iilisone'.•/,:~/>;>:.)·~;, •.\ c ·:
<- .,. >:. ''-. · · · .. · ·:·"'"' -. ..
,f ·;~ .: ' '··~''''' 't'':;, <>·· ii'
;.y,:>:~·~,":+::.~\ .::;: .·. ',('.!:{'.~-~;~;:.,•:,:;-;,
camp and start looking around.
down on the planet and attempt to young woman looked at him and
BY JASON FABER·

Discovering a large, unknown
shiny thing, they leave the camp to
investigate only to wake an old alien
civilization which somehow con-·
trols the dirt, sand and wind on the
planet.
It does not seem to like things
looking at it, since it rises up and
decides to kill two of the astronauts
(two nameless TV actors - if you
watched a mini-series lately you'd
recognize them). Yet again I felt
the tinge of bad storyline.
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Nothing this small and insigl"!ificant should be so important.

Call 745-3599 or write
wellness@xavier.xu.edu
if you're interested in quitting.

We understand and we con help/

This advertisement was supported by
GranVCooperatlve Agreement Number
99038 from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). It's
contents are solely the responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the official views or CDC.
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WE'LL ERASE YOUR.
COLLEGE LOAN.
Ifyou're stuck.with a studentloan that's not

in default, the Army might pay it off..

JOHNCARROU
UNIVERSl'IY

ADVERTISE
IN THE

If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up

to $65,000. Payment is either% of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

SUMMER2000

NEWSWIRE

You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.

Our catalog of summer classes· is
ready to be mailed to you. The
· catalog gives you a complete listing
of our.course offerings, special
workshops, and travel programs.
Call today for our Summer Catalog.

You will not
regret it.
Neither will
we. .
Call Lance
or Beth
@ 745-3561.

Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

513 - 731 - 4400

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

Sessions beginning
May,June, andJuly
To request a catalog:
Call us at 216-397-4257
or e-mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu
Look us up at www.jcu.edu/summer

www.goarmy.com

EASY REGISTRATION
RETIREMENT

MUTUAL FUNDS

JNSURAJHE

TRUST SERVi'CES

TU I T·I 0 N FI N A N CI N G

CONVENIENT LOCATION
SMALL CLASSES • 'FREE PARKING

Been Waiting. Long?

While TIAA~CREF ·
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.

Introducing the Deaconess

Emergency Department
90-minute guarantee ...

You are a student ...

You

don't have time to sit in an
Emergency waiting room for
three hours.· First of all, you
·obviously

aren't feeling.

well, and secondly, you've got
better things to do.
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined ii"lvestment strategies.
In our eriuity accounts, for example, we combine
active manage_ment with enhanced indexing. With
two strategies, we have two ways to seek out

1
. [REF GLOBAL EQUITIES
A[CJ.
.
. ·

36.05% 22.02% 18.75°

10

1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

5YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

At

Deaconess Hospital, _we

promise to get you in

and out. w_ithin 90 minutes of your arrival*. In some
cases,

you may not even-wait at all.

You'll

receive friendly, personalized_ care because that's what

p.erformance opportunities-helping t~ make your

With qver $250 billion in assets, we're the world's

we .do best. And we are located within minutes of

investments work twice as hard.

largest retirement company and the leading choice

Xavie_r University.

EXPENSE RATIO
. CREF GLOBAL
INDUSTRY
EQUITIES . AVERAGE

0.37% 2 .t9r 1

(ombine~this with our low

on America's campuses. If that. sounds good to

expenses and you'll see

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and ·

how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF .can w.ork for you ·today

from.the competition.

and tomorrow.

So you don't have to go far or

· wait long when you're not feeling well.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and student
1.D. with you to !he Deaconess E;mergenoyDepartment.
We accept most healthcare insurance plans.
· Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street.
at the corner of Clifton Avenue and Straight Street.

DEA.CO NESS
A member of Deacon.ess Associations IAc:
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*Some emergencies may require more than 90 minutes. If more time is needed,
·students will be informed upon.arrival. .
.
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The June 12th LSAT
is approaching!
Get the score
that gets you in.
Classes begin
Monda,y, March 27th!
Call today to enroll!

1·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan ·

JOIN OUR
STAFF.
THE NEWSWIRE IS CURRENTLY ·

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
ALL POSITIONS FOR r·HE 20002001 SCHOOL YEAR.

YOU CAN PICK UP AN
APPLICATl-ON AT THE.
PUBLICATIONS HOUSE (NEXT !0
CBA ON LEDGEWOOD).
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS,
CALL LAUREN AT X3607.

. ATTENTION
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS, FACULTY,
STAFF & ALUMNII

24-hour helpline
Free pregnancy tests

321-3100
Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.
SHARPEN YOUR
COMPETITIVE
EDGEWTIH
. AIR FORCE' ROTC.
No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force

Do you have a great idea for the
Homecoming 2000 theme?
Write it down and you could ...

... WIN $100
If your theme is selected!
ALL ENTRIES RECEIVE A PRIZE!
Fill out the entry form below and
return it to the box at the INFO desk by
. March 24, 2000.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Homecoming Theme Contest Entry Form

Name: - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - .Phone:

---------~------

Theme: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Leadership.Excellence Starts Here

Please return to the box at the INFO desk by 3/24/00. Questions'?'? Call
The National Alumni Association 745-4266.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

week of MARCH 15, 2000

Coming in concert to

Schmidt Fieldho11se, 1:30 P.M. ·
· Featuring the Product, KELIS & 2-Day Panic Attack

Student, Facunv and Stan Tickets $1
Tickets available March 13 in the S.A.C. Office
Sponsored by Xavier University Student Activities Council
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Pregnancy
Problem
Center,
East, Inc.
.~KnowToday, Inc.

YOU KNOW Ylll
.WANT TO WORK
AT THEllEWS•RE

•
•
•
•
••

..
••

SO WHY DON'T YOU?

Off-Campus Housing

KnowToday.com, a start-up internet
company based. in Cincinnati, is looking
for motivated, qualified people to-fill the
positions of Customer Support Administrator and Business Development Aide.
Both jobs begin part-time immediately,
with full-time employment anticipated
upon graduation. Open to high _
achieving students of all majors.

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue

Send resume and cover letter to: .
1148 Main St., 2nd Floor, Cincinnati, OH,
45210.
OR email jobs@knowtoday.com with
questions._

Accepting Applications
$320andup

CALL LAUREN THIS WEEK @ 745-3607.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-Free Heat
- Walk to Campus
- Cable. hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning

ADVERTISE .IN
THE NEWSWIRE.

Manager: Art

Office:

961~3786

474-5093

LANCE WILL MAKE YOU AN OFFER YOU CAN'
REFUSE, JUST ASK UNCLE VITO ...
·ON SI;COND THOUGHT, YOU'D BffiER NOT,
HE DOESN'T LIKE TO TALK ABOUT BUSINESS
WITH STRANGERS. INSTEAD,

FIR REllTI

"There is something for everyone at FACS. The variety in
the everyday activities makes each day new and exciting.
Plus, there's an open, friendly atmosphere here. And
FACS is committed to promoting from within."

leautlful 3 bedroom apartment

.$8.50-$10.75/hr .

(based on position and directly related experience)
Paid training • Casual dress
Medical benefits ctull-time, a~er·2 monthsl
Associate Referral Program - $200-$750
Eligibility for.20% Lazarus discount
Tuition reimbursement up to 100%'
Paid benefit days
_
Eligibility for semi-annual pay
increases of up to 14% annually
ATM
• On-site credit union

. Located at
Ill .~Baila IVIJ/11111.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

· $150 per month
ca~1112-oooe

and

CALL NOW! WORK NOW!

l

~
~
I
I_ .

~

lt

~

We h""" a ,,,;oty of f"ll<;rne,

Customer

Ser~ic'!~

RESTAURANTS

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
· MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
. NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE!
1OO's of Food Service Jobs
Available

·

Syears

part>tlrn~~~~;~;.;i:.;;";tle• e"Uable ;o the following acea.,

-

CLERICAL
CREDIT GRANTING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
INTERNET CUSTOMER SERVICE
BILINGUAL CUSTOMER SERVICE (Spanish/English)
EMPLOYEE. SERVICES
BEDDING SALES

i.

~-~.·

I
·~

j

NOW HIRING
CALL 1-877-991-9292
FREE SERVICE

*Please call Jen at 573-2599

FACS
. FINANCIAL

Plan on spending 90 fact filled minutes with us. You'll complete an
application and learn about our fun, growing company, current jobs
and super benefits. You will also have the opportunity to interview
with one of our managers.
To qualify you must possess a HS diploma or GED.
For more information or directions, call

398-5221

•
and CREDIT ,
SERVICES

'

(or if necessary, toll free 1·888-337-FACS)

.
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E·mail: facsracruit@fds.com
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Equal Opportunity For All
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·NEITYEAR ...

CALL 745-3561.
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $5 minimum. To place your classified. ad in The
Newswire call the ·advertising manager, Lance Schuerger, at (513)745-3561 or send an e-m·ail to
.·
newswireads@yahoo.com

Summer day camp located
north of Cincinnati hiring counselors. All necessary training
provided. Great hours, excellent pay and a fun summe~ experience. Call Amanda at 772- ·
5888 ext. 204.
100 instructors/counselors
needed. Coei:! sieepaway
camp in Pocono Mouritains, Pa.
More than 60 land/water activities. Good salary/tips! Call
(800) 422-9842 or visit
www.campcayuga.com
Personal trainers needed!!
Fitness check nutrition & personal training service is hiring
certified personal trainers, as
well as excercise physiology,
kinesiology and athletic training majors with knowledge in
basic muscle kinesiology and
biomechanics. This is a great
opportunity to get experience
in the health and fitness field.
We offer part-time positions,
flexible hours and pay rates
based on experience and credentials. If interested please
call Renay today at World Gym
at 583-0100.
Call now! Work now! Restaurant Job Line! Call: (877)
991-9292.
Summer cash! Student
mngmt./sales position with national firm. Pays $10·$12 +
commission. Available to soph.,
Jr. and sr. only. For information,
go to www.jablon.com

The.Cincinnati Post is looking for students interested in.
taking high school sports
scores over the phone and .
; · writing brief game capsules.
Paid stringers are needed Sun..Thurs. Call Frank Carini at 352·
2767.
Approximately 1/4 mile
from Xavier at the corner of
Cleneay Avenue and Montgomery Road. We have an
immediate opening for a parttime cashier/operator. Reliability is imperative. The hours required are Mondays (5-9
p.m.), Tuesdays (5-8 p.m.),
Wednesdays (5-9.p.m.) and
Saturdays (10 a.m.·4 p.m.).
Approximately 17 total hours
per week. To interview, call Mr.
Elmlinger at 531 ·5500 from 8
·a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday.
EARN MONEY
We're looking for men and
women to deliver the new telephone directories from Cincinnati Bell. Work in your area,
work full time or part time and
get paid upon completion of
each route. To qualify, you must
be 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license and social security card and have an insured vehicle .. To apply, call
Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.rri.-5
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978. Directory Distributing Association. We are an EOE.

Immediate openings students earn $375-$575
weekly processing/assembling medical l.D. cards from
home. Experience unnecessary ... we train you! Call
MediCard (541) 386·5290,
ext. 300.
Golf course grounds
crew. 5 minutes from campus, outdoor work on a beautiful course. Full time or part
time, male/female, $7-8/hr.
Immediate openings. Call
Mark at 608-4004.
Loving caregiver nee.dad
for 2nd-grade girl and 3rdgrade boy in my Anderson
Township home, starting
March 27. School year hours:
4 -7 p.m: and 8 a.m.-7 p.m. in
.the summer. Reliable transportation needed. Call Patty at
583~6370 from 9 a.m.-.6 p.m.
or 223-9505 after 7 p.m.
STUDENT WORK
$11.25 base pay. Flexible
schedules 5-30 hrs./week.
· Customer
service/sales,
.. scholarships available. Conditions apply. Call 671-4823,
www.workforstudents.com/np
.
Director of religious
education. First Unitarian
Church, Avondale. Begin
mid-August, 30 hrs/week.
Strong, supportive congre- .
gation. Contact Vicki
Ragsdale 572-6341 or
ragsdalev@NKU.EDU

HAPP-Y BIRTHDAYI·
Are you

sick of advertising
your friends' birthday around
campus on little flyers?

Why not advertise
them in Th·e Newswire?
Fill this space for only $50. That's $10 off
the regular price!!!

Three programmers
- only! To join start-up and
receive 15% equity position
. of company. Experience
with most of the following:
ASP. HTML, Java Script,
CGI and Perl, Unix for Web
Programmers. We also partner with individuals to help
get great ideas to market.
Serious inquirers only. You
can work from your location! E-mail resume to
freetell@hotmail.com
Looking to hire caring
student(s) to train my 3·1/2·
year-olj:l son year round in my
home in Erlanger (Northern)
Kentucky. The training will include sensory integration, (occupational) therapy and applied
behavioral analysis (speech
and language therapy). I will
arrange for training the right
person. My son does NOT
have any disturbing behaviors.
Please call Stacy at 342-8265
or 344-1881 or e-mail at
stacybudgirl@fuse.net
Summer day camp coun·
selors needed in Cincinnati.
Weekdays 9:30 a.m. • 3:30
p.m. Outdoor . program
needs swimming instuctors,
male group counselors,
drama, singing, gymnastics,
rifle, tennis and other activ-·
ity lead
ers. Flexible
starting time May - July. Call
Camp Wildbrook at 931 ·2196.

Pizzeria Uno now accepting applications for FOH and
BOH postions. Experience a
plus, but will train. We offer
competitive· wages, flexible
scheduling; meal discounts,
dental, health and life insur- ·
ance. Credit union and 401 K.
Apply at 627 Walnut St, downtown Cincinnati. Across from
the Aronoff Center. Or call:
621-8667.

1ssan 1ma. ssume
lease at $245/month .. No
money down. Credit approval
required. Call 697-7004.

·.FORRENT
Location: 3964 Regent
Ave. Short-term rental from
Dec. '99-May '00. 3-bed·
room($600/mo.) and 1-bed·
room ($400/mo.) in nice 2family (or entire house for .
$850/mo.) +utilities. Washer/
· dryer included. Please call
984-8576.
Norwood-2/3" bedroom
upstairs, business downstairs.
Rent apartment or business or
both. Ideal for entrepreneurs.
Excellent exposure. Newly
renovated. Call Ian at 244~
RENT or 237-0440.

For rent: 3 bedroom apt.
938 Dana Ave. $750/month.
Call 772-0909.
Spacious 3-bedroom apartment in North Avondale avail·
able. Located a half mile from
Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and dis-'
posal, ceiling fans, air conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off-street parking & laundry on
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext. 101.
Norwood 2~ and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly
renovated kitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, laundry, off·
street parking and clean.
Price: $450 and $600 + utilities. Call 861-4111.
House for rent. 991 Dana
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3
baths. Equipped! Walk to campus! Plenty of parking! Call:
321-0043 or 241-9421.
For rent: beautiful 2-bdrm
apt (first floor) in newly reno·
vated 2-family. Close to cam·
pus. W/D provided. $300 pp+
util. No pets. 3966 Regent Ave.
Available May 1, 2000. Call
984-8576.
Adorable
efficiency
across from campus. New
appliances. Carpet, laundry
and great closets. Bright,
cheery and quiet. Best value
$295. Call 961·5555;

Have something
you needto sell?
Try a classified ad
in The Newswire.

Remember,
one man's tra
is another ma
treas.ure.

Call Lance at 745-3561.

THIS SPACE FOR
RENT!
Call 745-3561 m:id ask for
Lance or Beth for more
infonnation.

Call Beth@ 745-3561.

NEWSW'i'RE

Harder news. More issues.· Better than ever.
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"SUNDAY
March 19

March 15·.

hanging around this joint forever, you know.

There will be a brand new Calendar Girl, Woman, Boy, Ambiguously Gendered Person. It
could be you. Who knows who this
intrepid individual will be? All you
have to do is think of 87 ways to make

th~

Inter-

national Coffee Hour sou~d interesting: It' S an
exceedingiy glamorous, highprofile, but not exactly lucrative posi"
tion. Plus, everyone on campus
that yo~ don't make fun of will .love you.
Apply today!

Going to the International
Coffee Hour isn't that hard. Much
like working ori the sports section. Al 1·you
have to do is go and drink coffee
then interview coaches and figure out the scoring system for rifle and then go home and
tell your friends about it. How
easy could that be? You don't
even have to go very far, just to
the Romero Center at 3:30 p.m.
Speaking of which, there's a
baseball game today. Sports. Sports.
Spo~s. Sometimes when I'm at a
Xavier game of any kind, like this
one at 3 p.m. against Illinois-Chicago, it makes me want to grab a
notepad and take notes. I like to
write about lots of things, like how
many strikeouts there were, what
the final score was, if someone
picked up a Newswire application, how many hits each team had

f

I

'''t: ·=~ ~~ •!t.\'~
If you haven't noticed, we're
getting darn close to the end of
·the year. Which means that in Tminus a few more issues, things
are going· to change. It's not like I'm

!

By Jennah Durant

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

' what the coach thought of the
and
CDs and concert tickets if you work for Diver. sions. Great~ because we've got
team's performance. Then I like
to whip it into a sizable story, pref- · · tunes coming out the shilelagh ·
this St. Paddy's Day. (By the way,
erably in Pagemaker format.
if you ever have to figure out how
to spell a Celtic word, don't ask
Waaaah ! No more b-ball in the
drunk people at an Irish pub.
Gardens! Um ... just kidding. One
You'll just get more confused.)
last hurrah before the team claims
Music at Noon is first with a
the Cintas Center where you could sit
courtside on press row if you worked for the
Celtic recital in Edgecliff. I'm not
sports section· as its home. They
telling you when it is.
might be serious this time, so
come watch as the men draw their
The greenery spreads next to
agonizing season to a painful and
the res. mall for SAC'.s St. Paddy's
bitter end as Schmarquette steps
Pay Jam. The requisite green
into our old house at 7:30 p.m.
beer and Guinness and Irish fare

11: bt ;~ •2!\I
March 16

Of course I know what it's like
to be gay at XV, you think. I just
got an A on my stats midterm, I'm
gay as a jay bird. Not that kind of
gay, happy boy. We're talking
about the gay, lesbian, bisexual
or transgender (GLBT) kind. If
you're a G, L, B or T, or want to
learn what life for a G, L, B or T
student is like, come to Kelley
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

·_FRIDAY·"
March 17
A big, Irish-tical day, kids! A
big, Irish-tical, musical day, rather.
Like music,. do you? You _can get free

face for the banks and marketing
firms. Yay for English majors!
Though if you wrote for Diversions, you could
legitimately call yourself a "journalist."

Movies and plays are pretty
fun. But they cost so darn much
to see, 11011? I guess if you want to
be cultured it's what you have to
do, though. There's no hope for
US college kids who don't write for Diversions, since you can get free tickets to all kinds

will

ofmoviesandphiys; so we might as well
give up. Or go see the one-act
plays "Jay's Shorts" foronly $10.
Not a bad deal, and you have this
weekend and next to see it at
1425 Sycamore Street, 8 p.m.

If more readily digestable food is your bag, you
can eat for free with Diversions, loo. Restaurant

~1!1 ill :1 •1N4

be there for all the Ill/Ill and
fir; just don't plan on any physical activity forthe next 10 hours.
And, yes, the
ubiquitous Julia's Feathers will be
there to help you jig yourself silly
from l to 3 p.m. (By the way, if
you need to know how to spell
Celtic words written on bathroom
doors in Irish pubs, like the
Dubliner, it's a lot easier for the
drunk people to let you know.)

March 18

reviews are beautiful things.

Through a tremendous lack of
foresight or communication, the
job fair runs from 1:30 to 4 p.m. in
the sports center. This leaves only
a half hour to get schnockered on
green b_~~r before putting on your
fakey quote professional unquote

If going to Class in college expands your mind, going to eat in
college is a definite regression.
The Cafe has rriade savages of us
all. You have to scream while eating to be heard, burping competitions and tabletop hockey with
knives and salt-shaker tops are
legitimate forms of entertainment
and Lucky Charms and a salad is
suddenly an acceptable dinner
·selection. You can see why seniors
get so nostalgic for the place. Senior Board wants you graduating
(May or beyond) types in the Cafe
.from 11 a.m to 1:30 p.m. with $3.

I ~4 [•)~I •J!VI
March 20

Extra, extra, read all about it!
That kind of cheese is unaccaeptable in the news

G_o
to the Terrace Room for the
Women of Color luncheon at
11:30 a.m. and discussion in the
Emory Board Room at 1:30 p.m.
Nail filing to follow. (Boys, ask
the nearest girl to explain that.)

department. But it's still fun lo write for.

Like to instigate controversy?
Bother administrators? Getting
your midterm grades is a good
start. Writing for news is even better.

March 21
Not all copy editors lead as
glam a life as Mr. Muskie entrant
and Newswire employee Bill
Snodgrass, but maybe some of his
charm will rub off on you when you
become a copy editor. See his wit in action at the annual pageant at 8:30
p.m. in the University Center Theatre. Opinions and editorials is a fab section
for dictating the mood of the campus. That
doesn't have anything to do with Mr.· Muskie,
but I couldn't leave it out. It, like all Nei~.nvire
positions, is a paid gig. So it's not a gold mine,
but just think of all the fame and love of your
fellow students you'll gain. Promise!

lt

YOU REALLY PUT A PRl.CE-ON "EXPERIENC ? "

Managing Editor
>Business: Business Manager,
. Advertising Manager, Assistant
Advertising Manager,
Accounts Receivable,_ Distribution

>News: Campus News Editor,

>Diversions: Diversions Editor,

Assistant Campus News Editor,
News Feature Editor, World News Editor

Assistant Diversions Editor
>Calendar City: Calendar Editor
>Photography: Photography Editor,
Photographer
>Miscellaneous: Online Editor,
Copy Editors

>Opinions and Editorials:

Op-Ed Editor, Assistant Op-Ed Editor
>-Sports: Sports Editor,
Assistant Sports Editor
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Baseball players catch and run I
Make it look like so much fun.
Beating Toledo would make
them swoon
Watch the game.today at noon.
And yesterday because they
played then, too.

Can

>Editorial: Editor-in-Chief,·*

i

